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The

We have no corrections, either through our excellence or your apathy.

     “Whose school is this?”
     That is the question every student, faculty, and staffer at Seattle Central Commu-
nity College (SCCC) should ask themselves when considering the Board of  Trustee’s 
(BoT) proposal to remove “Community” from our name. As the Editor in Chief  of  
the Circuit, I don’t only report the news; I also try to frame public discussion in a way 
that is conducive to democratic self-governance. In my view, it is a mistake for us to 
frame discussion of  the proposed name-change solely in terms of  the sentimental 
value of  “Community” or the dollar-cost of  changing school signage. There is a big-
ger game in play here.
     Our college is a collaborative enterprise, and collaboration needs some basis of  
agreement about who we are and what we do. SCCC’s mission statement says that 

our school exists to promote...
     ...educational excellence in a multicultural urban environment. We provide opportunities for academic achievement, workplace 
preparation, and service to the community.
     This mission statement is not merely symbolic. When administrators want to create or destroy academic pro-
grams, when teachers want to amend the curriculum, when the BoT wants to expand operations into a new cam-
pus--each group has to justify their plan as somehow agreeing with that mission statement. In effect, the SCCC 
mission statement functions as a contract between all of  us, the document we refer to when debating whether a 
particular course of  action is legitimate and acceptable.
     The name of  our school is just a miniature version of  that mission statement. A “community college” has lo-
cal ownership built into its title, while “Seattle Central College” does not. What is at stake in the proposed name-
change, then, is not just sentiment and money, but power. That power—the power of  legitimacy—should be at 
the center of  debate over any changes to SCCC’s title.
     “Whose school is this?” The answer is partly determined by our name.

     In addition to the potential name-change, this issue covers SCCC’s move to lease the PacMed tower for Allied 
Health (p. 5) and the continuing struggle for a $15 min. wage (p. 7). Other stories include the Race Card (p. 6), 
institutional racism (p. 18), dystopian spectacles (p. 21), textbook economics (p. 9), AI romance (p. 26), brilliant 
disappointment (p. 28), cursed video games (p. 27), Neumos’ anniversary (p. 24), well-paid inhumanity (p. 22), 
Bronies (p. 22), food banks (p. 10), and caffeinated anarchists (p. 25).
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By the Numbers
Casey Jaywork | Editor-in-Chief

Projected price of  Pyramid Communications image consulting for Seattle Community Colleges (SCC) District, according to 10/2012 
contract: $48,895

Amount of  that $48,895 that has been paid by SCC to Pyramid Communications: unknown at this time
Projected date of  completion for that contract: 2/28/2013

*Money already spent on name-change, according to SCC Communications Director Patricia Paquette: $0 

Cost to school for extra security for Occupy Seattle’s occupation of  SCCC in 2011, according to Pres. Killpatrick: $100,000.00
Cost to school for extra security for Occupy Seattle’s occupation of  SCCC in 2011, according to the New City Collegian: $8,166.67

Number of  American youths (16-24 years old): 40 million
Number of  American youths unemployed & not in school: 6.7 million

Cumulative cost (welfare, prison, medical, etc.) of  these 6.7m youths over their lifetimes to taxpayers: $1.6 trillion
Annual cost per youth: $13, 890

Annual cost to WA taxpayers per public school student: $5,000
Average annual tax revenues per young person who dropped out of  school: $750

Average annual tax revenues per young person who did not drop out of  school: $2,400
Annual lost tax revenue from this discrepancy (nationally): $11.3 billion

Number of  Americans found newly eligible for Medicaid or CHIP since implementation of  Obamacare: 6.3 million
Number of  states that have refused to accept federal money for expansion of  Medicaid (under Obamacare): 21

Number of  these states with Republican Governors: 20
**Number of  Americans, in states rejecting Obamacare money, who will still fall into this “coverage gap”: 4.8 million

Percent by which Pres. Obama’s popularity in their district is estimated to affect Congr. Rep.’s voting record on Obamacare: 50%

***Official US unemployment rate, Dec. ‘12: 7.9%
***Official US unemployment rate, Dec. ‘13: 6.7%

***Change in official US unemployment rate, Dec. ‘12-Dec. ‘13: -1.2%
US employment-population ratio, Dec. ‘06 (i.e. pre-2008 financial crisis): 63.4%

US employment-population ratio, Dec. ‘09: 58.3%
US employment-population ratio, Dec. ‘12: 58.6%
US employment-population ratio, Dec. ‘13: 58.6%

Change in US employment as a percentage of  population, Dec. ‘12-Dec. ‘13: 0%

Percent of  Americans “dissatisfied” with income and wealth distribution: 67%
Percent of  Republicans: 54%
Percent of  Democrats: 75%

Percent of  Independents: 70%
Percent of  Americans who are “very satisfied”: 7%

People killed in ongoing violence related to Mexican drug cartels: 90,000

Average yearly increase in stop-and-frisks in NYC, 2003-2010: 14.6%
Average yearly increase in stop-and-frisks in NYC for Blacks, 2003-2010: 20.7%

For Hispanics, 2003-2010: 15.2%
For Whites, 2003-2010: 9.1%

Black stops-and-frisks as a percentage of  White stop-and-frisks in NYC, 2003: 
540%

Black stops-and-frisks as a percentage of  White stop-and-frisks in NYC, 2010: 930%
Stop-and-frisks per 10 Black residents in NYC: nearly 3

Percent of  NYC stop-and-frisks that yield a weapon: about 1%
Percent of  NYC stop-and-frisks that yield an arrest (2011): 6%

Times NYPD used force during stop-and-frisks in 2011 (Blacks): 76,483
Times NYPD used force during stop-and-frisks in 2011 (Latinos): 53,107

Times NYPD used force during stop-and-frisks in 2011 (Whites): 9,765

Number of  sewage pipes in early Seattle: 1
Dimensions of  that one, wooden sewage pipe: 6” x 6”

Height of  geysers of  sewage that reportedly sometimes emitted from Seattle toilets when high tide backed up the sewage line: 2’-4’
Most recent year pipe-pressure was alleged to have caused toilet explosions in Seattle: 2013

*Does not count cost of  labor time spent by SCC employees on prospective name change. According to the minutes from a 4/24/13 
meeting of  the SCC Foundation Board, the data collected by Pyramid would “help guide” the BoT’s name-change deliberations.
**Does not count immigrants who are undocumented or have resided in US for less than five years.
***Does not count people who are not actively looking for work.

Graph courtesy of  NYT’s Economix blog; data from Bureau 
of  Labor Statistics.
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After hiccup, BoT approves PacMed sublease
     State and college officials plan to sublease the Seattle 
Pacific Tower, also known as the PacMed building, to Seattle 
Central Community College for the expansion of  its Al-
lied Health Programs. Last year, after a 90-day due diligence 
review, the Pacific Hotel Preservation and Development 
Authority agreed to sign the lease with the state Department 
of  Commerce, and the task was left to Seattle Community 
Colleges Board of  Trustees to authorize the move. 
     A closed meeting was scheduled for January 6, but the 
Board revised the agenda, opened the meeting to the public, 
and failed to give notice to the media of  the change. The 
state’s open meetings laws require, according to Laurel Hol-
liday, advocate for open public meetings and records and 
former South Seattle Community College instructor, that the 
media, citizens, and students involved be properly notified 
whenever there is an open meeting. Consequently, the vote 
which took place on Jan. 6 was rendered void.
     11 days later, the deal went through. “The Board autho-
rized the Chancellor to go ahead” with the sublease at its 
January 16 meeting, according to Director of  Communica-
tions Susan Kostick.
     The deal provides many benefits for students at SCCC’s 
Allied Health Programs.  The programs will occupy five 
floors of  the PacMed building, and its location on First Hill 
will give them convenient access to internships at nearby 
health care providers. Kostick points out that the building 
will accommodate community healthcare providers, among 
them the Pacific Medical Group, and South Seattle Commu-

Sexual Assault on SCCC Campus:
January 23rd around 12:30 pm in the Broadway Performance 
Hall a female student was sexually assaulted by an unidenti-
fied male in one of  the rehearsal rooms. This reporter was 
present during the initial police response. President Killpat-
rick of  Seattle Central Community College sent out an email 
to students regarding the crime with the information the 
suspect fled the scene and has yet to be found. 

Fire at Neighbors:
January 1st at 12:16 am firefighters arrived at Neighbors, 1509 
Broadway, in response to the club’s automatic sprinkler 
system. No one was physically harmed; however, the fire 
did cause damage to the club itself  and was estimated to be 
worth $6,000. Upon further investigation SPD Detective 
Renee Witt wrote a preliminary report claiming the fire was 
a result of  arson. The SPD’s investigation into the suspect’s 
identity lasted throughout the month and ended with the 
identification of  Musab Mohamed Masmari. SPD has of-
ficially claimed Masmari as only a person they have questions 
for.

Father Meth Dealer, Not So Breaking Bad:
January 21st around 3:30 pm at Cal Anderson Park a 
38-year-old man was taken into custody for selling metham-
phetamines to an undercover police officer from the East 
Precinct Anti-Crime Team. The suspect was holding up to 8 
grams of  methamphetamines inside a stroller with his 1-year-
old and 2-year-old. The children were taken back to East 
Precinct and CPS returned the children to their mother. 

SU Robbery:
January 15th around 1:15 am on Seattle University’s campus 
a 23-year-old male student was attacked by a woman and two 
men. The victim suffered a knife wound during an attempted 
robbery and was transported to Swedish Hospital. SPD 
claims the student suffered life threatening wounds. Officers 
apprehended the woman and one of  the men near 13th and 
Columbia. Officers located and arrested the other man near 
the recycling center after an additional search. 

nity College is planning to open health care programs which 
will occupy five floors. 
     With 74, 000 employees, healthcare has become a vital 
industry in Seattle, Kostick says, and it is predicted that there 
will be 23, 800 job openings over the next six years. With the 
Affordable Care Act (aka Obamacare) increasing demand 
for healthcare professionals, the move to expand SCCC’s 
Allied Health Programs into the PacMed building will benefit 
students who aspire to become healthcare professionals. As 
Frank Chopp, a member of  the Washington House of  Rep-
resentatives who has championed this idea since its incep-
tion, has observed, more people will receive health insurance, 
and this calls for more healthcare providers. SCCC is also in 
the process of  gaining approval to open two new healthcare 
programs: Bachelor of  Science in Nursing and Bachelor of  
Applied Science in Allied Health. These are designed to be 
four-year programs, so students will not have to pursue their 
degree in four-year universities. The additional space will ac-
commodate the rising number of  students.  
     The Department of  Commerce has been allocated $20 
million in state money to renovate the PacMed building, 
which has remained unoccupied since Amazon moved out 
in 2011. Another $4.5 million from the state will be used to 
cover SCCC’s lease and the operational cost for the first two 
years. After that, according to Kostick, SCCC will pay for the 
operating cost of  its Allied Health Programs, while 
“[t]he cost of  the rent [during the 30 year lease] is covered by 
an allocation from the state.”

Crime Report
Jared Winninghoff | Features Editor

Reuven Pinnata | Staff Writer
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Maggie Tsai | Managing Editor

“Six Words” honors MLK

     On January 17th, Seattle Community Colleges held the 
40th annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Community Celebration 
at Mount Zion Baptist Church in Capitol Hill. This year the 
keynote speaker was well-known NPR host Michele Norris, 
who was named one of  Essence Magazine’s “25 Most Influen-
tial Black Americans” in 2009 and who has interviewed many 
important figures from Nobel laureates to Michelle Obama. 
Norris incorporated her leadership of  “The Race Card 
Project” into the MLK celebration and asked all participants 
to share their thoughts about race in six words. Emcee Tonya 
Mosley opened the event with her six words: “We are differ-
ent but that’s O.K.”  Mosley, a current news reporter at King 
5, went on to say that “Respect is all that matters.” She added 
that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. himself  had visited Mount 
Zion Baptist Church during the peak of  the Civil Rights 
Movement, and that’s why it’s a very special place to hold the 
event in memory of  MLK every year. 
Transcending skin color
     The celebration was attended by many citizens and politi-
cal figures, such as Seattle City Council members, congres-
sional representatives from Washington, D.C., and Mayor Ed 
Murray, along with the Seattle Community Colleges Board 
of  Trustees. People of  all ethnicities gathered to honor 
Dr. King and show their support for the ongoing struggle 
against racial oppression. As Mayor Murray, who is White, 
said, “Being able to transcend the color of  one’s skin and 
embrace diversity is Seattle’s most treasurable strength.” It 
has been over 50 years since Dr. King led the Civil Rights 
Movement in pursuit of  social justice and equality for 
African-Americans. Today, many changes have been made, 
but there is still work to be done. Senior pastor Rev. Aaron 

Williams described how many Black children grow up being 
told to fear the world. Because of  that, true equality is still 
hard to obtain if  society still cannot look straight in some-
one’s eyes regardless of  their skin color.  
Six words about race
     “Biology loves diversity; society hates it.” “There is only 
one race: human.” “Put the color aside; think bigger.” “Love 
is color-blind and forgiving.” Many students from Seattle 
Community Colleges recited their “race card” during the 
event. Norris said the inspiration to start The Race Card 
Project came after she published her family memoir, The 
Grace of  Silence, in 2010. Norris, who is Black, confessed that 
she had never been interested in covering controversial racial 
issues. Instead, she was influenced by the so-called “post-
racial” theory, in which “people today try to pretend that 
there’s no such thing as racial problems and we are all equal,” 
explained Norris, which led to her preference to cover 
foreign affairs, economics, and politics rather than racial 
inequality stories. 
     That is, until she started to investigate her grandmoth-
er’s story and interview people about racial histories for 
her book, and hit upon the idea of  creating a platform to 
share different experiences and voices about race around 
the world. Since 2010, hundreds of  people have put down 
their six words on race, regardless of  whether they could be 
termed positive or negative. Norris said, “If  the intention is 
to use these cards to get a peek at America’s honest views 
about race, then I must try to honor all kinds of  opinions 
from people.” 
     For more information and to share your voice, visit TheRaceCard-
Project.com

“I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they 
will not be judged by the color of  their skin but by the content of  their character.”

- 1963, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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The Left demands $15 and more
Diana Gener | Arts & Entertainment Editor

     “What do we want? 15! When do we want it? Now!”
     That was the chant that the approximately 350-400 people 
who gathered on January 12th in the Seattle Labor Temple 
sang together repeatedly. The recently created organization 
15 Now (15Now.org) pulled grassroots together to take ad-
vantage of  the momentum that the campaign for $15/hour 
has had during the past year. 
     Just to refresh our memories: when socialist Kshama 
Sawant was elected to city council, fighting for a $15/hour 
minimum wage was one of  her strongest campaign points; 
SeaTac passed Proposition 1, which establishes $15/hour as 
a minimum wage for people who work in the Seattle-Tacoma 
airport and for business related to the airport; newly elected 
Seattle mayor, Ed Murray, openly supported a minimum 
wage of  $15/hour in Seattle; the whole country was shaken 
with strikes and demonstrations in different cities demand-
ing better pay for low wage workers; and President Barack 
Obama advocated for a raise of  the federal minimum wage 
to $10 per hour last December. There is no doubt that the 
movement built momentum. And the backers for $15 in 
Seattle don’t want to let it go.
     Energy was high in the Labor Temple. The rally held 
speeches for more than two hours, ending with Councilor 
Sawant who started hers by saying: “When people stick 
around in a really warm room for over 2 hours on a Sunday 
afternoon, we know we have hope.”
     Hope was the feeling that the Labor Temple gave off-
-a building built especially for this sort of  activity, Dave 
Freiboth of  the King County Labor Council remarked. The 
audience listened to representatives who have endorsed the 
15 Now campaign, such as SEIU Local 775, SEIU Local 6, 
PSARA and Socialist Alternative. Immigrant workers from 
El Comtié and Casa Latina shared their points of  view as 
well as workers from hotels, fast food and airport industries. 

     

Philip Locker of  Socialist Alternative party, who also was 
political director for Sawant’s campaign, said that the group 
will start gathering signatures to put the $15/hour minimum 
wage on the November ballot.
     The speech that Irish Parliament member Joe Higgins 
gave was especially touching. The audience reacted strongly, 
their thundering applause bouncing off  the walls. He pointed 
out the impressive response that workers’ mobilization and 
struggles in the U.S. is having in Europe and all over the 
world precisely “because it is happening in the heartland of  
capitalism itself.” He said, “I want you to know that your 
struggles, your campaigns, your mobilization here in Seattle 
and in the U.S. are inspirational to workers in Europe and 
indeed all over the world.”
     15 Now has a very specific goal for this new year: to 
make Seattle the city with the highest (continues next page)

Seattle Labor Temple was packed. Photo: Diana Gener.

Councilmember Kshama Sawant. Photo: Diana Gener.
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  • November 29th, 2012: New York fast food workers go on strike 
calling for better wages.
  • May 30th, 2013: Seattle fast food workers strike for better 
wages.
  • July 29th: Hundreds of fast food workers around the country go 
on strike for better wages. Seattle plays an important role.
  • August 29th: Over 50 cities in the country go on strike. Seattle 
has an important role. This was the biggest fast food worker’s strike 
in the U.S. history.
  • September 5th: Fast food worker Carlos Hernandez is fired from 
a Capitol Hill Subway, allegedly for his activities organizing work-
ers to strike.
  • September 24th: pickets start to protest Hernandez’s expulsion.
  • November 5th, 2013: Voters in New Jersey voted for an in-
crease from a $7.25 to an $8.25 minimum wage. The increase also 
includes an automatic cost-of-living increase every year.
  • November 15th, 2013: Socialist Alternative candidate Kshama 
Sawant elected Seattle city council member. No other socialist 
candidate had won a citywide office in the past 100 years.
  • November 22nd, 2013: SeaTac voters approved an increase of 
the minimum wage to $15/hour (Proposition 1). Proposition 1 ben-
efits Seattle Tacoma International Airport workers and workers of 
businesses nearby and related to the airport. Proposition 1 also pro-
vides for up to 6.5 paid sick leave days annually and forces airlines 
to offer their current half-time employees full-time positions before 
filling these positions. Proposition 1 requires that non-unionized 
businesses comply with all measures. 
  • December 4th, 2013: Obama advocates for a raise of the fed-
eral minimum wage to $10.10 per hour.
  • December 5th: Around one hundred cities in the U.S. rally for 
a living wage. Over 100 people march together from Tacoma to 
Seattle calling for $15/hour.
  • December, 19th: Seattle’s mayor-elect said he plans to raise the 
city’s minimum wage to $15.
  • January 1st, 2014: Minimum wages increase in 13 states and 4 
cities in 2014. According to the left-leaning think tank The Eco-
nomic Policy Institute, the increases will boost the incomes of 2.5 
million low-wage American workers in 2014. 21 states have mini-
mum wage set higher than the federal level of $7.25.
  • January 23rd, 2014: House Democrats in Washington State 
House propose to raise state minimum wage to $12 by 2017. 

Timeline: the journey towards $15/hour

     Thousands of people packed Garfield High Gym on 
Martin Luther King, Jr. day to remember him and use 
his legacy to fight for a $15/hour minimum wage. The 
rally was coordinated by the organization 15 Now and 
different speakers spoke to the audience advocating 
for $15 and remembering Dr. King. Seattle city coun-
cilor Kshama Sawant was present. Philip Locker, from 
Socialist Alternative, said that Dr. King was fighting for 
better wages when he was killed.

Martin Luther King, Jr. was fighting for 
better wages when he was killed

(cont. from previous) minimum wage in the whole country. And 
that was one of  the goals of  the rally, to keep the momen-
tum. Sawant told the Central Circuit that the momentum to 
bring social change has never been stronger in her lifetime: 
“We are seeing something very beautiful and historical and I 
think we can absolutely achieve $15 per hour.” Speaking to 
the audience she said: “We are here today to take this move-
ment forward.” She was very concrete in identifying the next 
step: to talk and deal with corporations and big businesses.
     She brought up that big businesses will use small busi-
nesses as an excuse to argue against $15. “The problem with 
small businesses being wiped out,” she said, “is not that the 
workers are being paid too much--that is because the nature 
of  the capitalist system is to crash small businesses and give 
all the advantages to the big ones.” According to Sawant, 
small businesses can’t be protected on the backs of  workers, 
and the government should tax big businesses in order to 

protect the small ones. According to the Capitol Hill Blog, 
the Broadway Business Owners Association of   Seattle sent a 
letter to the media on January 16th asking Mayor Ed Murray 
not to raise the minimum wage to $15. If  he does, they ask 
that small businesses be exempted.
     At the end of  the rally, and before Sawant spoke, 15 Now 
asked for funding from the audience. That was the rally’s 
other big goal. A few people committed to $500 per month 
and then the donations went down in money quantity while 
they increased in the number of  donors. Sawant said that she 
will donate $1,250 per month of  her salary as a city council, 
which is $120,000 per year, to support the campaign. That 
means $15,000 per year of  her pocket. (Sawant has since an-
nounced that she will keep only $40 thousand of  her $117k 
Council salary, and will donate the rest to social justice move-
ments.)
     But as some of  the speakers pointed out, the rally was not 
only a gathering for $15. It was a gathering of  the political 
Left. General secretary of  the Transit Riders Union and MC 
of  the event Katie Wilson said, “What we are witnessing 
now is a rebirth of  the Left in this county.” Dave Freiboth 
said, “Our biggest challenge is our internal division” and 
to win, those on the Left will have to learn how to work 
together.
     Sawant’s agenda is very clear and she has already figured 
out what is next: fighting for rent control, a municipal tax 
and “breaking our ties with those who have betrayed us again 
and again” (referring to the Democratic and Republican 
parties). Higgins might be right when he said that Sawant’s 
victory is spreading out. Maybe the spectre that will haunt 
America is starting in Seattle.

Rally photo courtesy of  15now.org.
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$260 textbook: why?
Katherine Morgan | Staff Writer

     With the start of  a new quarter comes the promising 
set of  notebooks and pens that you had to tug out of  a 
stranger’s hands simply because they were 50 cents cheaper 
than the leading brand. You have everything planned: your 
first-day-of-school outfit, which will show that you did put in 
some effort; your brand new JanSport backpack; enough bus 
money to last you until your next paycheck two weeks from 
now; and, finally, your hot-off-the-printer class schedule. So 
with only two weeks until school starts, you head over to the 
Seattle Central Community College Bookstore with a list in 
hand.
     The first thing that you look for is your new book for 
Math 102. The book, College Algebra: 11th Edition by R. David 
Gustafson and Jeff  Hughes, is on the top row of  the shelf. 
You’re just about to grab it when your eye lands on the 
price tag directly below the stack. $260 to buy a new copy 
of  College Algebra? That seems a little high for your budget, 
so you check the price for a used copy: about $65 cheaper. 
After seeing these prices, you decide that maybe you should 
just rent the books for the quarter instead. But renting College 
Algebra would cost you about 
$169, which is only $26 less 
than buying the used copy. 
And the price for renting a new 
copy? $117. And these prices 
don’t even include the 9.5% 
sales tax. You shake your head 
and walk away, mulling it all 
over.
     Students from universities 
all over the U.S. have reported 
incredibly high prices for many 
of  their required textbooks. 
Krystal Kantor, a student at Se-
attle Central, faced this problem 

when she went to purchase her books for her Winter Quar-
ter 2014 classes. Her Social and Human Services Level 100 
class requires the book An Introduction to the Human Services by 
Marianne R. Woodside, which at the Seattle Central book-
store would cost her $165–without tax–to buy brand new. 
“I thought that was absolutely ridiculous,” Kantor told this 
reporter. She went on to describe the book as being “about 
the size of  a large pamphlet.” After seeing the other price 
options for the book ($123.75 for a used edition, $99 to rent 
new and $66 to rent used), Kantor walked away in disgust. 
She decided to rent the book from Chegg.com, which spe-
cializes in textbook rentals. There, she found the same book 
for $31.49 plus shipping.
      A 2012 report by American Enterprise Institute found 
that since 1978, textbook prices have risen more than 812%. 
That’s a bigger increase than health care costs, housing prices 
and even the cost of  a college tuition. A study by the Col-
lege Board reported that a public college student will spend 
roughly the same amount as a student who attends a private 
school when it comes to the cost of  textbooks: about $1200 
a year. To put that in perspective, it’s about the monthly cost 
of  a two-bedroom, one bath apartment in Seattle in 2010. 
For some students, the choice between their rent and their 
textbooks isn’t always the easiest to make.
     So where does the money go, exactly? Well, according to 

an August 2012 article by U.S. 
News & World Report with 
supporting data from a 2008 
NACS (National Association of  
College Stores) textbook-costs-
breakdown, “around 15.4 cents 
of  every dollar went toward 
marketing the textbooks, 11.7 
cents went to the authors, and 
the largest chunk—32.2 cents—
went to the basics: paper, 
printing, and paying publishers’ 
employees.” A key component 
of  the cost of  publishing a 

textbook is its appearance. Bruce 
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Poor in Seattle
Amber Lyons | Student Contributor
Food banks are a useful source for you and your family’s nu-
tritional needs. Below is a list of  food banks which specialize 
in specific demographics for the Seattle population.  

Cherry Street Food Bank/ Northwest Harvest is close to our 
campus and offers baby food and formula on Thursdays.
     711 Cherry Street
     Seattle, WA 98104
     (206) 625-0755
     Monday, Wednesday & Friday 9:00 a.m.-5:00p.m. 
     Thursday (baby food & formula) 9:00 a.m.–5:00p.m.

Chicken Soup Brigade through  Lifelong AIDS Alliance 
offers food delivery to those with HIV/AIDs and other 
chronic illnesses in the King County area. To qualify, you do 
have to be a client.
     1002 East Seneca
     Seattle, WA 98122
     (206) 957-1662

Jewish Family Service offers kosher foods, serving the 98101, 
98112, 98121, 98122 areas and all members of  the Jewish 
faith. ID and proof  of  address is needed for those outside 
the Jewish faith.
     1601 16th Avenue
     Seattle, WA 98122
     (206) 461-3240 ext.3174
     Wednesday 10:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
     Thursday 2:00p.m.–4:00p.m.
     Friday 10:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
     Closed all Jewish holidays

The Food Bank at St. Mary’s Walk-in Food Bank has a Baby 
Corner for those that have children under the age of  two 
during the first full week of  each month. They also have 
Toddler Bags for parents that have children aged two to five. 
For both programs the child’s birth certificate is required 
for the first visit. Hygiene products, Baby Corner items and 
Toddlers bags on an as-available basis. I.D. is required and St. 
Mary’s asks you to bring your own grocery bags.
     611 20th Avenue South
     Seattle, WA 98144
     (206) 324-7100 x21
     Tuesday, Thursday,Saturday 10:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

Asian Counseling & Referral Service/International District 
Food Bank serves all Asian and Pacific Islander Seattleites 
and the general public in the 98104 area. They offer a baby 
cupboard and ask you to bring proof  of  address and I.D.
     919 South King Street
     Seattle, WA 98104
     (206) 292-5714
     Disabled/Special Needs: Wednesday 11:30p.m.–1:00 p.m.
     Gen. Public: Wednesday and Friday 11:30a.m.–1:00 p.m.

Hildebrand, who holds the position of  Executive Director 
of  Higher Education at the Association of  Publishers says 
that cost is directly proportional to the finished product: “If  
you want a concept book in black and white, go get it, and 
it will be incredibly cheap.”  Hildebrand goes on to say that 
what teachers are actually looking for are “calculus books 
that have interactive components,” which explains why many 
books come with a website code to further help a student’s 
understanding of  the material.  
     There are multiple reasons why textbooks can end up 
setting students more than a couple hundred dollars back. 
“‘If  I need to have the book, the difference between one 
book versus another book in terms of  price tends not to be 
that great,” says David Reibstein, professor of  marketing 
at the Wharton School at the University of  Pennsylvania. 
Quoted by the U.S. News and World Report, Reibstein, who 
is also a textbook author, states that while the basic concepts 
don’t change from edition to edition, “regular updates to 
textbooks are necessary, if  only to make sure that examples 
are current and relatable.” In fact, publishers will frequently 
“update” editions of  their books, only to change a few page 
numbers or, in some cases, change the names of  the celebri-
ties featured in their chapters. For Val Maharaj, a senior at 
New York University who is currently pursuing a double 
major in biology and philosophy, it was the difference in 
page numbers that inspired him to buy the newest edition 
of  a required textbook. In his interview with NBC News, 
he stated that “[t]he page numbers are much [sic] different 
between editions. I could follow it by section but I think 
it’s a little more convenient to know exactly what pages the 
professor is assigning.” When publishers introduce a new 
copy of  the book, students feel as though they should rush 
out and buy the newest copy, because students feel it will be 
worth more in the long run. However, that puts those stu-
dents who sell their books back in a sticky situation, as some 
bookstores won’t take the older editions. In the same NBC 
News article, NYU senior Priya Shivraj was quoted as saying 
that she only had spent about “$1200 on textbooks during 
seven semesters,” which is still below the average amount 
of  $1200 for three semesters. But what did she do with the 
books after she had finished using them for such a short 
period of  time? “Some of  the books I was able to sell back, 
but with the science textbooks, new editions come out so 
frequently… it was useless to sell,” Shivraj stated. For those 
who are fortunate enough to sell their books back, expect a 
serious loss of  return. For instance, if  your book cost $150, 
a student bookstore may only offer you $40 back, which is 
over two times less than what you paid for it.
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     Unlearning Economics is one of  those blogs that’s unknown 
outside of, and wildly influential within, its niche. I got in touch 
with its anonymous author and asked three questions about 
problems and solutions for the Dismal Science. (The following has 
been edited for length.)
     1. As the title of  your blog suggests, you’re critical of  the cur-
rent state of  economics in practice, in classrooms, and in popular 
discussion. You’ve argued that (at least part of) the solution is 
econometrics: an inductive, evidence-based approach rather than 
the deductive, axiomatic approach of  mainstream/neoclassical/
marginalist economics. In a nutshell, what is the problem with 
the current pedagogy of  most econ classes? And what would an 
econometrics-based alternative look like, in terms of  concrete les-
sons?
     I think economics hamstrings itself  through the in-
sistence on building models up from axiomatic founda-
tions. Instead of  learning economic history, how people 
and institutions behave, how policy is formed and how 
research is done, students are taught to memorise and 
regurgitate entire theories, often unquestioningly...This 
kind of  stuff  might be useful for those who are going 
to go into academia, but most people who study eco-
nomics are not and so they don’t need to know these 
abstract theoretical foundations. Most courses actu-
ally refrain from teaching undergraduates econometric 
theory while managing to teach them econometrics in 
practice, so clearly it’s possible to avoid this kind of  
abstraction.
     I’m not saying that all of  these theories are wrong, 
but neither does their complexity and mathematical 
nature give them a status above other approaches. After 
all, you can solve a bunch of  equations and say they are 
supposed to be models of  the economy, but if  - and 
this is true in a lot of  undergraduate economics - there 
are no rigorous attempts to relate these equations to 
the real world, do they really qualify as ‘models’? Or are 
they just systems of  equations?
     2. You also defend (parts of) heterodox economics, and identify 
as a socialist. What’s the biggest insight of  heterodox economics 
that students in intro econ classes are missing out on? And what’s 
the biggest mistake that heterodoxists continue to make?
     It’s not an original answer, but the biggest thing 
missing from economics is the study of  how banks 
work. Despite economists’ frequent protestations that 
they themselves understand banking, the textbooks still 
promulgate the idea that banks first receive money and 
then lend it out. This model is completely at odds with 
reality - as central bankers, heterodox economists and 
many others have been pointing out for a long time. 

Unlearning Economics It was a major factor in why the dominant macroeco-
nomic models missed the crash and continue to misun-
derstand it.
     The biggest mistake heterodox economists make? 
Well, I feel like I’m not qualified to answer that ques-
tion, but I’ll try anyway. Heterodox economics is very 
negative...Old ideas are overturned when new ones 
come along, and that should be the focus of  hetero-
dox economics. I’d also suggest heterodox economists 
should focus more on learning the kind of  dynamic 
mathematics used in weather modelling, as economists 
frequently try to pull the mathematics card on their crit-
ics, despite the fact that the maths used in economics 
is actually pretty basic by the standards of  physicists/
mathematicians.
     3. “Wait, what? You’re a socialist and an economist? That’s 
like a flat-earth geographer!” Please respond.
     I’m sure most economists would deny that I count 
as an economist. However, this kind of  incredulity 
makes the interconnected nature of  politics and eco-
nomics quite clear. Economists may argue that they 
simply study “how the world works” (as the authors of  
Freakonomics do), rather than “how it should work”, but 
in practice all this means is that they take existing social 
reality (i.e. capitalism) as a given and therefore place it 
outside the bounds of  debate...After all, the best way to 
win debates about the status quo is not to have them!
     Essentially, I think there is a way that economic 
models serve to obscure and abstract from the inherent-
ly social nature of  the discipline. Economic theory gives 
a lot of  prevalence to the impersonal price mechanism, 
which supposedly coordinates scarcity and preferences. 
Yet ultimately every transaction, employer-employee 
relationship and so forth is a social relation between 
different people, between groups of  people or between 
people and society. This doesn’t mean there aren’t real, 
economic restrictions on what we can and can’t do, but 
the role of  these is overstated in economic models. In 
fact, studies tend to suggest prices are much less impor-
tant in the real world than economic models imply.
     What does this rambling have to do with socialism? 
Well, all the talk of  the importance of  incentives, the 
information conveyed by prices, and of  decentralisation 
becomes a bit empty when you realise that underneath 
this, capitalism largely relies on people cooperating with 
each other. This occurs inside and outside institutions 
and also when there’s no obvious or immediate gain 
from doing so. The idea that we can take prices and 
capitalism away, and still produce and allocate resources 
effectively, becomes more feasible once you realise this. 
(Note that by ‘socialism’ I mean worker ownership, not 
state ownership, of  production).

Casey Jaywork | Editor-in-Chief
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The following “voter’s pamphlet” was included in a 12/2/13 email from Pres. Killpatrick’s office to SCCC and SVI 
employees, which asked them to complete an online survey about the proposed name change. 

Possible name change for Seattle Central: 
pros and cons

• Across the country, community colleges offering 
bachelor’s degrees have removed the word “com-
munity” from their names. The only exceptions 
are the colleges in our district and Turtle Mountain 
Community College in North Dakota.
• We are not changing mission or values, just the 
name. We would still be serving the same students 
and community.
• Students earning BAS degrees would have tran-
scripts showing degree earned at a college rather 
than community college.
• Employers are confused by graduates with bach-
elor’s degrees from community colleges.
• 66% of  business community surveyed in Seattle 
supported the name change; 10% were opposed.
• Dropping the word community would help us 
market and make people more aware of  our BAS 
degrees.
• Changing the name reflects the changing times, 
similar to moving away from the  “junior college” 
terminology in the past.
• There seems to be a stigma to the word commu-
nity that connotes “less valuable.”
• Right now there are many colleges in the CTC 
system which have removed the word community 
in their names.
• Alumni can benefit by putting Seattle Central Col-
lege on their resume.

• What we call ourselves reflects who we are, and 
removing “community” may send a less welcoming, 
less accessible and less inclusive message to poten-
tial students
• Changing what we call ourselves could shift our 
focus away from the students who have tradition-
ally needed us most, for example developmental 
education students.
• There is a potential for misinformation and con-
fusion. In particular, people could mistakenly think 
that we are now solely a 4-year school.
• Changing the name is likely to be expensive, and 
there is no estimate of  the cost yet. Whatever the 
cost, that money could be better spent making im-
provements and substantive changes to our infra-
structure.
• According to US News and World Report (2009) 
there is no evidence that changing a college’s name 
yields big boosts in enrollment and revenues.
• The name change might make it difficult to dif-
ferentiate between us and for-profit institutions.
• Alumni who are attached to the name “Seattle 
Central Community College” might feel alienated if  
the name is changed.
• If  we keep “community” it distinguishes us from 
the other colleges in the CTC system. If  we drop 
it, we lose our connection to the good community 
college press.
• Is this just one of  a long line of  changes (slippery 
slope) that will eventually change our mission. 
• Students are concerned that they will have to pay 
more for the same education.  Also, students might 
connect future rises in tuition to the name change 
(whether or not the name change was a causal fac-
tor).

Points in favor of a name change Points opposed to a name change
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November 14, 2013

Whereas the money spent to rebrand the school is unknown, and the money could be used to fix the 
infrastructure of  the school, or add more resources for the student body and

Whereas the resources and the education offered by the school will not change and

Whereas we are in the middle of  the Seattle community and the student body, faculty and staff  at Seattle 
Central Community College is a community within itself  and

Whereas Bellevue College spent money to change their name and is still is referenced as Bellevue Com-
munity College and

Whereas the Board of  Trustees and the Administration of  SCCC are not consulting with the student 
body nor communicating with the Associated Student Council on behalf  of  the student body regarding 
the proposed name change to the school and 

Whereas the removal of  Community could send a misleading message to new students that we are now a 4yr. col-
lege and

Whereas it will not align with the school’s mission statement, theme or values of  the school and

Whereas it could lead to a decrease in our developmental education programs like ESL, GED and 

Whereas we could lose our partnerships and connections with businesses, universities and our community and

Whereas a name and our identity is important to who we are and we should be proud to be a community college 
that was college of  the year in 2001 by Time Magazine and referenced again in New York Times newspaper in 2007 
as a model school;

Resolved that the board of  trustees  will not change the name or appearance of  the school  to businesses or the 
public just by removing the word Community and be it further

Resolved the  Board of  Trustees allocate the funds to change the name, be spent on the infrastructure or resourc-
es for the student body and be it further

Resolved that the funds be spent towards the many projects that school wants to do such as, expanding the cam-
pus north (site D), remold of  all of  the bathrooms, remodel of  student computer lab BE 3139, new way-finding 
and signage for BE building, or installing of  integrated emergency phone tower and camera surveillance system to 
name a few and be it further

Resolved that the Board of  Trustees wait to hear the opinion of  the student body on the removal of  Community 
from the name and be it further 

Resolved that the ASC of  Seattle Central Community College will be asking for support from the AFT Seattle and 
the Washington Federation of  State Employees Union (WFSE) and be it further

Resolved that the ASC of  Seattle Central Community College will forward this resolution to the student govern-
ments of  South and North Seattle Community Colleges, SVI, Maritime Academy and the Wood Technology 
Center.

Associated Student Council’s unanimous resolution 
in support of keeping “Community” in SCCC’s name
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Casey Jaywork | Editor-in-Chief
     The Seattle Community Colleges (SCC) Board of  Trust-
ees (BoT) is considering whether to drop “Community” 
from the name of  SCCC and other community colleges in 
the district. Advocates of  the change say that “Community” 
is inaccurate and outdated, while opponents say that drop-
ping “Community” from our name implies dropping it from 
our mission. 
     According to a Nov. 25th email from SCCC administra-
tion to college faculty and staff, the proposed name-change 
has been under consideration since at least May 2013. That 
email contained a “voter’s pamphlet”–based partly on the 
district’s “marketing consultant report” by Pyramid Commu-
nications–listing arguments for and against the name-change 
(see p. 12). A Dec. 2nd email from Pres. Killpatrick’s office 
to SCCC and Seattle Vocational Institute (SVI) employees 
included the “voters’ pamphlet” and an online survey, and 
said that the college will elicit the views of  “students and em-
ployer partners” by the end of  January 2014. 
     Costs and Revenues
     Responding to a public records request made by the 
Circuit, SCC Associate Vice Chancellor Malcolm Groth wrote 
in an email that he is “not aware of  any data points that we 
have used to indicate a revenue increase because of  the name 
change.” A 2009 study of  colleges that had recently rebrand-
ed (as universities) in West Virginia found that rebranding 
“neither promoted nor sustained institutional enrollment. In 
fact, enrollment growth slowed following a re-branding...”
     SCC Vice Chancellor of  Finance and Technology Kurt 
Buttleman wrote in an email that the cost of  a name change 
to the district would be “marginal,” since changes in signage, 
letterhead, etc. would be gradually phased in as old materials 
wore out.
     According to documents obtained by the Circuit, SCC 
consulted about image rebranding with the PR firm Pyramid 
Communications in 2012 for a projected $48,895, though 
we have not been able to confirm how much was actually 
paid to Pyramid. According to minutes from a SCC Founda-
tion Board meeting last year, the data gathered by Pyramid 
would be used to “Guide the [BoT’s] decision” regarding the 
name-change. According to SCC Communications Director 
Patricia Paquette, so far there has been “no expenditure per 
se” by the district on the name change.
     The Opposition
     SCCC’s student government, the Associated Student 
Council (ASC), opposes the name change. In a unanimously-
supported resolution, ASC Executive of  Student Services 
Pedro Marquez wrote that the money it would cost to change 
the school’s name could be better used by repairing campus 
bathrooms or improving campus safety. His resolution also 
urges the Board to hear from the student body, the faculty 
union, and other Seattle Colleges student governments be-
fore making a final decision (see p.13). 
     Faiza Diriye, ASC Executive of  Legislative Affairs, said in 

interview that she thinks that if  the school wants to improve 
its reputation, it should concentrate on the substance of  its 
education rather than the style of  its moniker. She said she’s 
also concerned that the district has not yet released any data 
on the name-change’s projected costs or benefits. “I operate 
on facts. I have to see the data,” she said. “I haven’t seen any 
data.”
     Shortly after learning of  the proposed name-change, the 
bulk of  the ASC attended the Dec. 5th meeting of  the BoT 
to voice their opposition. ASC’s Taleah Mitchell told the 
BoT, “If  ‘Community’ is in the name of  the school, that tells 
me that there’s gonna be a community atmosphere. That tells 
me it’s going to be affordable.”
     Student government wasn’t the only body in unified 
opposition to the name-change. During that meeting, the 
co-presidents of  the SCCC faculty union, Kimberly McRae 
and Tracy Lai, said that their union had voted unanimously 
to endorse the ASC’s resolution in opposition to the name-
change.
     Most of  the faculty and staff  this reporter spoke with 
were also opposed to the name change. SCCC philosophy 
professor Richard Curtis characterized the arguments in 
favor of  the name-change as involving “global market posi-
tion”–that is, those arguments basically say that “college” 
sounds more prestigious than “community college” and will 
therefore attract more students and help graduates applying 
for jobs. Tina Young, director of  SCCC Multicultural Ser-
vices, agrees, characterizing those arguments as saying that 
the name-change would make the college “more competitive 
in the educational market.”
     Curtis says he’s “not convinced that’s a relevant frame-
work” for considering the proposed name-change. “I think 
that it’s the mission that’s at stake...I see [the name-change] as 
an abandonment of  our core mission to serve the commu-
nity that we live in,” Curtis said in interview.
     Deborah Higdon, who teaches psychology and IT at 
SCCC, called the name-change a “marketing ploy.” 
     “The various and sundry arguments that have been put 
forward [in favor of  the name-change]…[are] just specious,” 
she told the BoT. “Why is it now that we have to somehow 
see ourselves as less-than? We are not less-than. None of  us 
see ourselves that way.”
     Both Young and Higdon suggested that the real motiva-
tion for the name change is to attract more international 
students, who pay about 2.5 times as much tuition as do WA 
students. International student enrollment has increased by 
about 50% in the past five years, while overall enrollment 
has dropped in the past four. According to the Institute of  
International Education, last year SCCC had the 12th highest 
number of  international students of  all US community col-
leges.
     “I think international students, like all students, bring a 
tremendous amount of  value to our institution,” Young said. 

Seattle Central Community College
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“What I am concerned about 
is when we’re not honest 
and straightforward that the 
marketing that we’re directing 
this effort toward is really the 
international student dollars.”
     Some faculty do support 
the name-change. English 
professor Charles Malody 
told the Circuit in an email 
that having “Community” in 
the college’s name “implies 
provincial, rube, local and not 
worldly, limited – the opposite 
of  university.” He added, 
“[W]e need to move on to 
remain viable.” An all-district 
email also pointed out “com-
munity college” might lead 
people to ignore the fact that SCCC now offers two Bachelor 
of  Applied Science degrees.
     Declining funding: a nation-wide trend
     Traditionally, community colleges have been an avenue 
for academically underprepared and low-income students to 
enter higher education. The current cost of  attending SCCC 
is about a third of  the cost at UW and a little more than a 
tenth of  the cost at Seattle U. And unlike UW and SU, SCCC 
has open enrollment.
     Nationwide, college tuition across the US is about 4.5 
times more expensive than it was in 1985. Catherine Rampell 
of  the NY Times says that this increase can be explained by 
a gradual loss of  government funding. “[T]he main cause of  
tuition growth has been huge state funding cuts,” Rampell 
wrote in a 2012 article for the New York Times’ Economix 
blog. Higher education scholar Jon Travis concurs, point-
ing out that higher education only became widely available 
through increased government funding following the Second 
World War. For the past three decades, that funding has 
been dwindling. “American public higher education is in 
trouble,” he wrote last year. “Besieged by declining state and 
Federal support for more than 30 years, public colleges and 
universities are facing a ‘game-changing’ set of  challenges 

that threaten to alter the very 
nature of  the institutions.”
    This trend holds in Wash-
ington. In the past decade, 
state community college tu-
ition has more than doubled: 
the annual cost to a full-time, 
in-state student has increased 
from $1,982 in 2002-2003 
to $4,000 today. The higher 
tuition comes at a price to 
students: nearly two-thirds 
of  SCCC’s 2008-09 gradu-
ates said in an exit-survey that 
financial need was a “barrier...
to completing your education 
that you had to overcome,” 
and 37% said it was a “major 

barrier.” 
     No data was available for students who did not success-
fully graduate.
     A ‘proposal’?
     In emails, SCCC and district administrators have indi-
cated that the name-change is currently only a proposal. In a 
1/21/14 email to students, Pres. Killpatrick expressed inter-
est in “your thoughts on a proposal to change the name of  
the [SCC].” He emphasized “that this is not a vote. Rather, 
we are gathering feedback from our local college communi-
ties, including students, faculty and staff.”
     However, some of  the faculty and students this reporter 
spoke with suspect that the district’s collection of  public in-
put is just for show–a suspicion bolstered by SCCC campus 
security’s new badges, which read “Seattle Central College.” 
As Higdon put it at the BoT meeting, “Most of  us under-
stand full-well that this is a fait accompli [Latin: ‘accomplished 
fact’]. This decision has been made.
     “Seattle Central came out of  a fight to democratize and 
extend education,” Higdon said. (In the late 1960s, SCCC’s 
Black Student Union and others successfully protested 
against official plans to divert funding away from the new 
school.) “[T]his is the latest move to stab that movement in 
the heart.”

Graph courtesy of  Economix, with data from the Bureau of  Labor Statistics

BoT members acknowledge ASC contingent at the Dec. 5 meeting.
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Katherine Morgan | Staff Writer

     On June 12th, 1967, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of  Richard and Mildred Loving, an interra-
cial married couple who were living in Virginia at the time, in a landmark case: Loving vs. Virginia. The 
verdict declared that “state bans on interracial marriages” were unconstitutional because they violated the 
Fourteenth Amendment, which states that a state can’t make or enforce laws that “abridge the privileges 
or immunities of  citizens of  the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of  life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of  law.” Such anti-miscegenation laws were ruled illegal. One by one, many 
states began to remove these laws from the books (although Alabama managed to keep them until 2001, 
when they placed the arrangement on the public ballot). On June 12th, both love and interracial marriage 
are unofficially celebrated.

Question: Have you/would you ever date someone out of  your race? If  so, then what 
do you think would be the biggest obstacle that you two would face as a couple? If  

not, then why not?

Students Speak: Interracial Dating

Kahoko Miyata, 23
Well, I haven’t had the opportunity 
to date anyone outside of  my race. 
I don’t think that I would have the 
opportunity to do so in the future 
either.

Abdul Muhammad, 19
Yes, I would. My grandparents would 
be the biggest obstacle, because 
they’re from Asia and they’re old-
fashioned, so they believe that I 
should be with someone of  my own 
race.

Destany Piggee, 33
Yes, I would date someone outside 
of  my race. I’ve been there, done 
that, would do it again. I think that 
my siblings would be the biggest 
obstacle in that sort of  relationship. I 
mean, they’ve never been in agree-
ment with each other, but then again, 
I have always been the oddball in my 
family.
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James Welles, 35
“Yeah, I was married to someone outside of  my race. She 
was a Japanese woman. The culture differences between the 
two of  us got in the way a lot. I come from a poor neigh-
borhood where the idea of  respect was a really big thing; 
she came from a rich background, so to her, it didn’t matter 
as much. The same things didn’t seem to affect her in the 
way that they affected me.”

Celeste Rainier, 21
Yes, I would. I feel as though your personality and how 
you act around people in certain situations means more. I 
mean, everyone has a story. I personally wouldn’t have any 
obstacles because I want to date whomever I want to date. 
But as a couple, I could see people not approving because 
of  the times that we live in. I believe that there is less of  a 
stigma now, but there will always be people who are against 
it because of  religious and other social issues. 

Troy Kurt, 31
Yes, I have. I dated a black fellow for about 7 and a half  
years. I think that it was more of  a cultural difference, to be 
honest. His family was much more conservative and reli-
gious than mine was. They were also from the South.

Charlotte Geiermann, 25
Yes, why wouldn’t I? I am an equal opportunity lender. I 
give everyone a fair chance. I don’t feel like there would be 
any obstacles. I don’t see race as being a factor in any rela-
tionship that I am in. However, in my last relationship, my 
boyfriend and I went to Django Unchained for his birthday, so 
that was a little awkward, to say the very least.

All photographs by Katherine Morgan.
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Undocumented DREAMers
Diana Gener | Arts & Entertainment Editor

When home turns its back to you
     Imagine. You were born in a country where your parents 
had trouble earning enough money to eat. They decided to 
emigrate to another country that had better opportunities, 
even though they did not have the bank account or prop-
erty required to apply for a visa. In that new country, they 
were not welcome. You were raised with the fear of  being 
deported or separated from your family. You could not have 
a driver’s license or scholarships or financial aid, so applying 
for college was out of  the question. You had to hide. “Don’t 
tell anyone! You could be deported!” You were undocu-
mented.
     According to the Washington State Department of  Social 
and Health Services, undocumented people “are noncitizens 
without a lawful immigration status who entered the U.S. il-
legally or were lawfully admitted but whose status expired or 
was revoked per United States Citizenship and Immigration 
Services.” There were 11.7 million undocumented people liv-
ing in the in the U.S. as of  early 2012, according to the Pew 
Research Hispanic Trends Project. Some of  these undocu-
mented people are the children of  those who immigrated. 
They didn’t make the decision to leave their birth country, 
and they were raised here in the U.S. However, they are not 
citizens.

A nightmare almost comes true
     In 1997 Dulce’s family immigrated from Mexico to 
Georgia. Since then, her worst nightmare was that her family 
would be deported and she’d be separated from them. 
     One day that almost came true. 
     Her mother was caught driving without a license in the 
state of  Georgia, where you cannot obtain a driver’s license 
if  you are undocumented. She was almost deported. Dulce 
started to do research to make the best decision for help-
ing her mother: “For first time in 18 years I dared to type 
the word undocumented in my laptop,” Dulce explains. She 
decided to learn as much as she could about undocumented 
people, and got involved with the National Immigrant Youth 
Alliance, which was formed in 2011. Since then, she has been 
actively helping to stop deportations.
     Another problem that Dulce had to face as an un-
documented person was that college was not an option. 
In Georgia, out-of-state tuition can be three or four times 
higher than resident tuition. “In the state of  Georgia you can 
register for classes if  you are undocumented, but you have 
to wait until all U.S. citizens have registered and then you can 
register for those classes that are left. But if  in the middle of  
the quarter some U.S. citizen needs to be in that class they 
will drop you,” she explained.

The “Dream 9” team at the U.S. border. Luis is at the front left.
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Where is home?
     Because it is so difficult for undocumented people to 
access higher education, some decide 
to return to their original countries. 
They have been gone for almost all 
their lives because they were brought 
to the U.S. when they were kids, but 
living as an undocumented person 
gave them few choices. 
     Luis decided to return to where he 
was born but not raised. He thought 
it would be a good idea to get his 
degree in Mexico and then to find a 
way to return legally to the U.S. But 
Mexico was not home: “I was not 
welcome in Mexico. I was not fluent 
reading and writing in Spanish. I had 
to translate all the documents to show 
that my education in the U.S. was 
valid. People told me that I did not 
belong there,” Luis says. “I called my mom and told her that 
I wanted to come back because I did not fit there.” He tried 
to cross the border using a coyote (a person who smuggles 
people across the border), which can cost around $5,000, but 
he was caught and sent back to Mexico. One day he got a call 
from the National Immigrant 
Youth Alliance. They told 
him they wanted to help him 
to come back home.
The only way to become 
legal: The DREAM Act
     There is no way for Dulce 
and Luis, and all young 
people in the same situa-
tion, to legalize their status. 
Their only options are getting 
married or being the victim 
of  a crime. Things would be 
different if  the DREAM Act 
were passed.
     The DREAM Act is a bill 
that was introduced in 2001 
but never became a law. It 
would legalize the status of  
young people who came to 
the U.S. under the age of  16 
and who graduated from high school who are willing to do 
either two years of  military service or two years of  college.
It is estimated that 2 million undocumented young people 
would benefit from it.
Students with caps and gowns in Senator McCain’s office
     Even though the worst fear of  most undocumented 
people is to be deported and separated from their families, 
some of  them decide to take action, to protest and make 
their situation visible to the world. Dulce made that decision 
after seeing how four undocumented youths occupied Sena-
tor McCain’s office in 2010.

     Senator John McCain of  Arizona was a strong defender 
of  the DREAM Act, but in 2010, when the bill was going 
to be put up for vote, he did not support it. Four young 

undocumented people took to Sena-
tor McCain’s office wearing caps and 
gowns to protest his decision to end 
his support for the bill. “That was 
the first time in the history of  the 
undocumented rights movement that 
young undocumented folks were will-
ing to put themselves at risk of  arrest 
and deportation for something they 
believed in,” says Dulce.
     In 2011 the National Immigrant 
Youth Alliance was created as an or-
ganization where young undocument-
ed people could share their stories 
and be supported by people in similar 
situations. The organization has been 
working to stop deportations by 
creating media pressure focused on 

immigration. According to Dulce, every day 1,100 people are 
deported. The number has only increased under President 
Obama’s administration.
The “Dream 9” meet us at the border
     Dulce’s and Luis’ ways came together in July 2013 when 

the “Dream 9” action took 
place. Trying to help those 
who had been deported and 
who did not fit in their coun-
tries of  birth, the National 
Immigrant Youth Alliance 
contacted nine young people 
who had returned to Mexico. 
Dulce was one of  those who 
planned the action from 
the U.S. and Luis was one 
of  those who was going to 
perform the action from 
Mexico. Wearing caps and 
gowns, students showed up 
at the Mexican-U.S. border 
telling the officers: “Home.” 
They were detained at Eloy 
Detention Center in Arizona, 
widely regarded as one of  
the worst places for undocu-

mented people to go. In the end, they were released and not 
deported. National Immigrant Youth Alliance organized a 
similar action called “Dream 30” last September. This time, 
five of  them were deported and four are still in detention.
     While the activism of  people like Luis and Dulce has 
pushed immigration reform to the fore of  American po-
litical debate, the DREAM Act is so far just that: a dream. 
Only time will tell whether those two million young, un-
documented Americans will ever see their chance to become 
full-fledged citizens.

     DREAM Act stands for “Development, 
Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act.” 
This is the name that was given to the act 
that would benefit undocumented young 
people who graduated from high school in 
the U.S. but because they are undocument-
ed people they have to pay high tuitions in 
order to go to college. The original Bill was 
first introduced in 2001 and after several at-
tempts to pass it, in 2014 still remains as bill 
as well as a dream broken for so many. In 
2011 democrats reintroduce it in the House 
and the Senate. The House passed the Bill 
but the Republicans killed it in the Senate.

A dream that doesn’t come true

Who is eligible?
     These are the final requirements that this last version 
of the Bill (2013) established in order to be eligible. The 
requirements are harder than the ones from the old version 
in 2009: 
• To be under 29 to apply
• Graduated from an American high school or obtained a 
GED (General Education Development)
• Been a person of “good moral character”, as determined 
by the Department of Homeland Security, from the date the 
individual initially entered the U.S.
• Be willing to submit biometric information, allow security 
and law-enforcement background checks, medical examina-
tion and registers for the Selective Service.
     Those who have committed a felony or three misdemean-
ors, voter fraud or unlawful voting, marriage fraud, abused a 
student visa, have been engaged in persecution or present a 
public health risk are excluded of it. 
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     Did you know there are nearly 26 million Americans suf-
fering from type 1 and type 2 diabetes today? Diabetes is a 
growing disease worldwide: a person is diagnosed every 30 
seconds according to the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foun-
dation. 
     Type 1 and type 2 diabetes are two very different diseases. 
People often confuse them because they have a similar name, 
but this confusion can be frustrating and be seen as offensive 
to type 1 diabetics. According to the American Diabetes As-
sociation, out of  the 26 million people living with diabetes, 
only 5% have type 1, leaving the 
other 95% with type 2. Type 1 
diabetes and type 2 diabetes are 
chronic diseases that are frustrat-
ing, time consuming and hard to 
live with. 
     Type 1 diabetes usually af-
fects children and young adults and until recently was called 
juvenile diabetes, according to the American Diabetes As-
sociation. There is no cure for this autoimmune disease: a 
person diagnosed will live with it for the rest of  their lives. 
Type 1 diabetes is diagnosed when a person’s pancreas stops 
working. Researchers do not know why this happens, but 
are searching for a cure. Type 1 diabetes is not caused by 
vaccinations, eating too much, or exercising too little. It can 
occur at any moment to any person. The pancreas is used 
to create insulin, a hormone that enables the body to turn 
food into energy. Without a working pancreas, a person will 
die. Luckily, insulin was invented in 1934 by Dr. Frederick 
Banting. With close blood glucose monitoring, and regular 
insulin shots, a person living with type 1 diabetes can live a 
long and healthy life. 
     Because there is a treatment for type 1 diabetes, people 
often mistake this as a cure, but T1D is no walk in the park 
as treatment is hard to maintain, and a diabetic never gets 
a break from this disease. Many different factors play into 
what a diabetic person has to deal with when monitoring 
their blood sugar. Activity, hormones, growth spurts, and 
the obvious one--food--all have parts to play in the life of  a 
diabetic. 
     One serious complication is when a diabetic’s blood 
glucose levels go low. This is considered hypoglycemic, or 
low blood sugar, and needs immediate treatment of  a quick 
acting carbohydrate, such as juice or a glucose tab. The 
symptoms of  hypoglycemia are sweating, exhaustion, shak-
ing and a change in behavior. A person can appear extremely 
angry, or extremely giggly. Some might mistake the behavior 
as what a drunk person might act like. If  they are not treated 
immediately, they can easily pass out, go into a diabetic coma, 
and possibly die. 
     Another serious complication is if  a diabetic has too 
much food and not enough insulin, their blood sugar will 
rise causing them to feel ill. This is called hyperglycemia, or 

high blood sugar, and is very serious. When a diabetic person 
becomes hyperglycemic they become very thirsty, they fre-
quently urinate, can vomit, have abdominal pain, drowsiness, 
a fruity smell on their breath, or have difficulty breathing. 
The treatment for hyperglycemia is insulin, but if  it goes 
without treatment ketoacidosis can occur. According to Web-
MD.com, when a diabetic becomes hyperglycemic the body 
is unable to use sugar (glucose) for energy. To continue func-
tioning, the body switches to starvation mode and releases 
fat to use for that energy. However, the fat that gets released 

is converted to ketones, which 
are utilized more slowly than they 
are made. As a result, ketones in 
the blood rise and spill over into 
the urine. What’s more is the high 
sugar that is also leaking into the 
urine pulls water out of  the body 

causing dehydration. If  a diabetic is hyperglycemic often they 
can have severe complications, such as damage to nerves, 
organs and blood vessels, blindness, and even death. 
     Type 2 diabetes occurs when the body does not produce 
enough insulin, or the cells ignore the insulin (called insulin 
resistance) according to the American Diabetes Association. 
Like type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes is a chronic disease. It 
is very serious, but with active treatment, a healthy diet and 
regular exercise, type 2 diabetes can be beaten. According to 
WebMD.com, people who are more prone to type 2 diabetes 
are over 45, have family members with type 2, have gesta-
tional or prediabetes, and have low HDL cholesterol. Ad-
ditionally, African-American, Hispanic, Native American and 
Asian communities are also disproportionately impacted by 
type 2 diabetes, which can be linked to socioeconomic forces 
(i.e. the stress of  chronic discrimination). To prevent type 2 
diabetes, it is important for someone in the above categories 
to exercise regularly, maintain a healthy blood pressure and 
cholesterol levels and maintain a healthy weight.
     People living with type 2 diabetes have to monitor their 
blood glucose levels and try to maintain a target blood 
glucose level. In order to beat type 2 diabetes, people must 
maintain a healthy lifestyle, and some have to take oral medi-
cation or insulin to maintain target blood glucose levels. Type 
2 diabetes can cause severe complications if  left untreated, 
such as heart disease, kidney disease, retinopathy, neuropathy 
and even amputation. 
     Although type 1 and type 2 diabetes are very different, 
it is important to know what they are and how they affect 
people living with these very complicated diseases. One in 
twelve people have diabetes, and 45% of  people living with 
type 1 and type 2 diabetes experience emotional stress due to 
the disease. 
     The truth about diabetes is that it can affect anyone, and 
no matter which type it is, it is hard to deal with and hard to 
manage.

Diabetes explained
Brenna Richart |  Student Contributor

One in twelve people have diabetes, and 
45% of  people living with type 1 and type 
2 diabetes experience emotional stress due 

to the disease. 
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Jason Thornberry | Student Contributor

The 5 Point and the “museum of 
privacy”

     I enjoy writing in public places. The atmosphere, the 
pleasant hum, and the character of  a room full of  people 
is usually somehow helpful for me in reaching the state of  
mind within which I can best concentrate. Half-listening to 
the sounds around me yesterday, I noticed voices behind me 
discussing Google Glass. Each of  them was marveling over 
their new gadgets. They were laughing and trading anecdotes 
about the new discovery, giving tips, showing one another 
how to make use of  the various functions of  the devices. 
Google Glass allows you, through a pair of  spectacles, to do 
all of  the things a smartphone can already do: you can search 
the Internet; you can shop online and read your email; you 
can use Google Maps or Google Translate to physically or 
linguistically navigate a foreign city. The one major difference 
is that a camera built into the glasses and a display in front of  
the user’s eye allows you to record images and video of  your 
surroundings, enabling users to perform tasks as innocent as 
photographing friends at a Seahawks game, or videotaping 
another person from behind at an ATM, stealing a very use-
ful piece of  their identity.
     “I’ve got this whole room right now, every inch of  it—it’s 
mine!” a smiling woman in her late twenties told the others, 
the light on the side of  her frames flickering as she laughed 
with them. I tried not to stare and went back to my writ-
ing, aware that they could, and probably were, recording the 
actions of  the other people in the room, including me, with 
their new toy. But I didn’t go there to be videotaped. I simply 
wanted to drink a cup of  coffee and write. 
     At a museum nearby, the man in line ahead of  me hap-
pened to be wearing these same glasses. His turn came 
to buy a ticket, but the sales clerk paused to reach for the 
telephone instead. The employee, a friend of  mine, told me 
later that she’d spoken with the museum’s security depart-
ment about whether or not to allow the man into the galler-
ies wearing the glasses. She had given voice to this concern, 
learning that The 5 Point, a legendary watering hole near 

the Seattle Center, had become the first establishment in the 
country to outlaw Google Glass from their premises. The 
museum where she works is likewise looking into making 
changes to their own policies for the preservation of  the 
artifacts that they display. 
     What concerns me about Google Glass is that prolonged 
use could swiftly and permanently reposition our society 
into a place in which the very notion of  privacy—of  not 
being watched or disturbed in some way by other people—is 
completely outmoded. Is such a concept feasible? A person 
coming of  age today might grow up without any real percep-
tion of  privacy or its loss—especially since the temptation 
to give ourselves over to the absolute pleasures of  unlimited 
scrutiny has been made particularly persuasive by our own 
desires for the very latest that technology has to offer us. 
And perhaps I sound now like an intransigent, an old fogey, 
a stick in the mud, but someday when your every move is 
monitored you might wish for the good old days.
     But wait—isn’t this 2014? The argument against this new 
invention and the continual, unstoppable growth of  technol-
ogy sounds like it belongs in a museum.
     The 5 Point doesn’t think so. 
     In a statement on their website, the owners of  this fa-
mous establishment, which has been in business since 1929, 
said: “If  you’re one of  the few who are planning on going out and 
spending your savings on Google Glasses—what will for sure be a new 
fad for the fanny-pack wearing, never removing your Bluetooth headset 
wearing crowd—plan on removing them before you enter The 5 Point. 
The 5 Point is a No Google Glass zone. Respect our customers (sic) 
privacy as we’d expect them to respect yours.” 
     Like that rare person that you bump carts with at the 
grocery store, who isn’t somehow plugged in at all times, 
who doesn’t need to check her cell phone every seventy-one 
seconds for emails or Facebook status updates, the words of  
the 5 Point sound, to me, like the voice of  reason in a society 
madly and blindly in love with technology. If  only more busi-
nesses (and people) openly shared this same attitude, the very 
humble crusade against the abuse of  technology wouldn’t 
feel like such a losing battle.
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Amber Lyons | Student Contributor
     In 2010 Lauren Faust created the reboot My Little Pony: 
Friendship is Magic. While at first sight this doesn’t appear 
much of  different from the original shows and movies, Faust 
took the series and turned it into something that not only 
avoids the clichés of  the prepubescent girl TV genre, but, 
as proven by its fan base, goes beyond the show’s original 
gender norms. 
     Self-titled as ‘Bronies’ (male or gender neutral) or ‘Pega-
sisters’ (exclusively female), these adults have dominated 
the show’s fan base. The Brony Study Research Project is a 
project that took 40,000 Bronies, and non-Bronies and had 
them fill out different surveys. The study found:
     • the average age of  fans is 21 
     • that 86% of  Bronies are male
     • 62% are currently in college or are college-educated
     • 84% identified as heterosexual
As a group Bronies were found to be more introverted, more 
agreeable (less likely to seek conflict), and less neurotic than 
non-Bronies.
     My Little Pony (MLP) features six female ‘mane’ characters 
who learn lessons about friendship through day-to-day activi-
ties and high adventures. The show uses a story arc com-
mon to children’s cartoons: a quick, cutsie intro; a problem 
appears; said problem is mishandled; characters confront the 
problem together; finally, a moral lesson is explained in the 
end.     
     The Brony Study talks about how the lessons presented at 
the end of  every episode relate to the Brony fandom. “MLP 
presents a highly moral and virtuous message allowing it to 
serve a Guidance function (for many Bronies). This is likely 
to be the least recognized feature of  the Brony phenomenon, 
but may also represent one of  the Brony Fan Community’s 
greatest strengths and potential contributions to emerging 
web based fan communities”
     The Brony community has shown that they take these 
lessons of  love and tolerance to heart with the web site Bro-

     When you see the logo of  the American Humane Asso-
ciation in the credits of  a movie, along with the message that 
“No Animals Were Harmed” during the film’s production, it 
brings a sense of  relief  and well-being. That slogan acts as a 
promise to the audience that the welfare of  the animals in-
volved in the film’s production is being considered and cared 
for. People accept that promise at face value as one that is 
being kept. As it turns out though, that promise is not being 
kept as well as we might think. A feature in The Hollywood 
Reporter, an entertainment news resource, suggests that the 
AHA hasn’t been as honest in their ratings as they should be.
     The report, spurred by the AHA’s apparent negligence on 
HBO’s now-cancelled horseracing series Luck, details several 
incidents during productions of  films, both high- and low-
profile. Animals were killed, injured or otherwise harmed 
and, according to the report, the AHA regularly downplayed 
or simply ignored these incidents, putting their seal on the 
credits regardless. 
     The report includes AHA documents and emails that re-
veal the nature of  some of  the incidents, including the tiger 
in Life of  Pi nearly drowning on set, a dog in the film Eight 
Below being severely beaten to stop it from fighting other 
dogs, and 27 animals reportedly killed in various circum-
stances including dehydration and drowning during produc-
tion of  The Hobbit. The AHA has a multitude of  excuses for 
the incidents, such as injuries being unintentional, insignifi-
cant, or simply having occurred at a time that wasn’t officially 
during production.
     The Reporter goes on to suggest that the AHA is closer 
to the Film Industry than a regulating body should be, citing 
the fact that the AHA gets most of  its film and TV-related 
funding from the Actors’ and Producers’ Guilds, essentially 
putting them on the payroll of  Hollywood itself. Former em-
ployee Barbara Casey, who was fired in the Luck fiasco, filed 
a lawsuit against the AHA directly accusing them of  cor-
ruption stemming from their relationship with the industry. 
Among her complaints was an accusation of  covering up the 
death of  a horse involved in production of  Steven Spiel-
berg’s War Horse, a film that received the “No Animals Were 
Harmed” seal, to protect Spielberg’s image. 
     Relationships between the AHA and the filmmakers go 
deeper than the industrial, the report continues. Accord-
ing to unnamed sources within the AHA, monitors sent to 
oversee animal activity will sometimes develop friendships or 
partnerships with people involved in the film, affecting what 
they are willing to report. Those who do not develop such 
relationships are encouraged to do so, or to at least remain 
friendly and non-confrontational. Monitors who insist on 
doing their job and send reports of  mistreatment to the 
higher-ups find that their complaints are often not even ad-
dressed. The monitors are then replaced with ones who are 
more agreeable.

     The last known AHA inquiry that the Hollywood Reporter 
was able to find was a report on equine incidents from 2001-
2006. If  this is in fact their most recent, it would mean that 
the AHA has been unwilling to self-examine its own effec-
tiveness in nearly seven years. Partnerships with the Film In-
dustry have made it more profitable for the AHA to not do 
the job it was created to do. This is a trend all-too-common 
in American society. The promise made to us at the end of  a 
movie should not be taken for granted, but enforced by pub-
lic scrutiny. That promise may need to be reworded, as well, 
as AHA board member Candy Spelling was able to interpret 
it as simply meaning that no animals were actually harmed 
when the film as being shot, and assumes that audiences are 
only thinking about animals that appear on screen.
     For more information, read The Hollywood Reporter’s full 
feature, side-stories, and documents, at HollywoodReporter.
com/feature.

Holden Kosály-Meyer | Staff Writer

American (in)Humane
Association

Friendship: still magic
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nies for Good.  Bronies for Good is a group that sponsors 
non profit organizations. The group has helped with blood 
drives and Christmas toy donations, and has raised $30,000 
for the Children’s Cancer Association and $100,000 for Your 
Siblings, a non-profit that creates clinics and orphanages in 
Uganda and Burundi. They also attend different My Little 
Pony conventions and sell items in auction. The funds go to 
various different causes; a single signed poster has gone for 
$4,050.
     This generosity goes outside of  specialized groups. In 
2012 Tara Strong, the voice of  the main character Twilight 
Sparkle, posted a link on Twitter encouraging people to 
donate to the Amazing Gray Fund. The fund goes to help a 
young boy by the name of  Grayson. At six years old Grayson 
was diagnosed with a brain tumor, the fund went to his can-
cer treatments. In the documentary Bronies, Tara Strong goes 
to see Grayson with a Twilight Sparkle plushie, $600 from 
the hats that Strong had sold online and $6000 from dona-
tions. The Brony community supported Grayson by sending 
him not just money for his different treatments, but person-
alized messages telling him how strong and amazing he is.
     Bronies have received a bad reputation in the public eye. 
They have been accused of  being immature, creepy and 
weird. In reality, they are a group of  people who enjoy a 
show that encourages high morals and who wish to bring 
those morals into the real world.

Gabrielle Warner | Art & Photo Editor

A controversial food supply

     Recently, GMOs have been getting a lot of  publicity and 
there are numerous controversies surrounding them. Geneti-
cally modified organisms, commonly known as GMOs, come 
in many forms and have various purposes. GMOs have been 
altered on the cellular level using genetic engineering tech-
niques. With these techniques, scientists can create organisms 
with gene combinations and sequences that would not exist 
in nature or through previous artificial selection methods. 
There are benefits as well as drawbacks to this technology.
     Golden rice is an example of  how genetically modifying 
organisms can possibly be beneficial. Golden rice contains a 
gene from corn and a gene from a bacterium that enable the 
rice to produce beta carotene, a source of  vitamin A. While 
most genetically modified crops are designed to be immune 
to herbicides and pesticides, ultimately benefiting and raising 
profits for agricultural producers, golden rice was designed 
solely to provide an essential (in many cases life-saving) nu-
trient to consumers in developing countries.  
     As far as most GMO foods are concerned, the intention 
behind modifying such foods is for utility/profit-raising pur-
poses for agricultural producers and aesthetic purposes for 
consumers. Such GMO’s have not been tested thoroughly 
enough for consumer safety before put on sale for consump-
tion. Since people in the United States and other nations 
have been eating genetically modified food that is mostly 
unlabeled for over ten years, it is difficult to monitor overall 
health effects. It took decades for the effects of  consuming 

trans-fats to become known and there have been millions of  
premature deaths resulting from the “slow poison” effect of  
trans fats.
     Studies regarding the effects of  genetically modified food 
on laboratory animals have revealed some unsettling results. 
Mice that were fed insecticide-producing maize over the span 
of  four generations showed reduced fertility and accumu-
lated abnormal structure changes in the liver, pancreas and 
spleen. These unfortunate mice also experienced disturbanc-
es in immune system cell populations.
     Many other disturbing effects have been observed in simi-
lar tests, and serve as an indicator that we should approach 
insecticide/herbicide producing genetically modified foods 
with extreme caution. With the potential for such adverse ef-
fects, promoting awareness and education about these foods 
is highly important.
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After 2 decades, Neumos rocks on
     Moe’s Mo’Roc’N Café opened its doors  in 1994, helping 
to expand the Seattle music scene and established the Hill 
as a party area before closing in 1998. The founder, Jerry 
Everard, reopened the building as Neumos in 2004, and it 
has been a popular venue ever since, even expanding into 
several other establishments in the Pike/Pine area. Neumos 
recently celebrated its and Moe’s 10th and 20th respective 
anniversaries in 
an event spanning 
the 10th-16th of  
January and featur-
ing performances 
by a host of  classic 
Seattle groups. 
The Circuit took 
the opportunity to 
interview one of  
the owners, Jason 
Lajeunesse, about 
the anniversary.
     How is Neumos 
celebrating its 20th 
anniversary?
     We just com-
pleted a week long 
run of  celebration 
shows. We had an 
amazing roster of  
talent participating, 
including but not 
limited to The Po-
sies, Presidents Of  
The United States 
of  America, Teleki-
nesis, Brent Amaker 
and the Rodeo, 
Katie Kate, Fox and 
the Low, Bali Girls, 
Truly, Thermals, Cataldo, Hey Marseilles and many more.
     How did Neumos get started?
     Neumos was the brainchild of  our partner and founder 
Jerry Everard and his former business partner Marcus 
Charles. He re-opened the venue in 2004. I was the talent 
buyer at the time. I worked at the club in that position for a 
couple of  years when the opportunity to become a partner 
presented itself. Me and my two other business partners, 
Steven and Mike, all got involved at that time. It was started 
in the face of  absence of  a lot of  the venues we have today, 
so I think it was started in part by necessity.
     What are some of  the most important or emblematic moments of  
the venue?
     There are too many to count. I suppose re-opening our 
doors for the first time in 2004 as Neumos. Celebrating 20 

Holden Kosály-Meyer | Staff Writer
years of  concert history in that building this month. Some 
key moments in show business include performances by The 
Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Cat Power, Muse, Arcade Fire, The Ra-
conteurs, The Shins, Animal Collective…sooo many. We’ve 
been involved in many election parties, hosted 10 years of  
block party performances,  hosted celebrities, punks, artists 
and average Joes alike. We’ve opened Barboza, Moe Bar and 

Pike Street Fish 
Fry (all part of  the 
Neumos family) in 
the last 10 years. 
Children have 
been born, bands 
started and broken 
up…all important 
moments…
     How many bands 
and musicians have 
performed?
     On average 
let’s say 22 shows 
a month times 
2.5 bands a show 
times 12 months 
times 10 years 
is about 6600 
performances 
just in Neumos in 
the last 10 years. 
That doesn’t 

even count Barboza, 
or Mo’Roc’N Cafe 
shows!!
     What does Neumos 
mean in the Seattle music 
scene?
     I’m not sure we 
can answer that fairly. 

That would be better asked to the community. I would like 
to think we’ve provided a business that the is embraced by 
our local community, bands, audience members and industry 
alike.
     And in Capitol Hill in general?
     Having been a venue in the neighborhood for 20 years, 
we have seen Capitol Hill, and 10th & Pike in particular, 
completely change. From condos to fine dining restaurants, 
none of  it was here when we started. We are happy to have 
remained one of  the main fixtures of  this now vibrant neigh-
borhood, and hope to continue for another 20.
     Do you have anything specific planned for Neumos this year?
 Just a lot of  great shows, good food and stiff  drinks. Come 
to see us!
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Brenna Richart |  Student Contributor

     “Anarchy” is often heard as just that absence of  govern-
ment, but to some it is more a principle or a way of  thinking.
     Black Coffee Co-op is an anarchist-leaning coffee shop, 
dedicated to offering the community a space to have events, 
as well as a place for anyone to come to for a direct-traded 
cup of  coffee and/or tea, some vegan pastries, or vegan 
sandwiches or salads.
     Scott Davis is one of  the five 
worker/owners of  Black Coffee 
Co-op. He and his coworkers 
opened the space on Summit 
and Pine a little over a year ago 
with the intention of  having no 
bosses who run the place. Da-
vis’ dream was to open his own 
coffee shop, and he decided he 
didn’t want to be the boss that 
does the paperwork but doesn’t 
do any of  the day-to-day work. 
This way, other people can have 
their input and together they 
can create a space that any one 
person might not have imagined 
by themselves.
     Davis says that the anar-
chist principle is to help each 
other out and make decisions 
cooperatively. Each person has 
a job, and a shift, and they are 
expected to do their part just as 
they would at any other job. But 
unlike other jobs, Black Cof-
fee Co-op doesn’t have a boss 
breathing down the workers’ 
necks.
     Black Coffee Co-op hosts 
events and meetings each 
month, but the worker/own-
ers do not initiate them. Black 
Coffee Co-op are there if  you 
would like to use them, and 

are more than willing to be a safe space for anyone who 
wants or needs it. The events aren’t always political, nor are 
the people. They have a hip-hop night that is focused and 
thoughtful, as well as an acupuncture night and a novel writ-
ing night.
     Although Black Coffee Co-op is inspired by anarchist 

principles, it isn’t an exclu-
sively anarchist space. They 
hold a strict “safer space” 
policy (meaning no racist, 
homophobic, sexist or other 
demeaning behavior allowed) 
but encourage anyone from 
any background to come and 
enjoy the coffee and the en-
vironment. What Davis loves 
about Black Coffee is the 
diversity that comes through 
the doors. Sometimes there 
will be a businessman next 
to a homeless man, spark-
ing a conversation, which he 
thinks is really cool.
     Stephen Hrivnak, one 
of  the five worker/owners, 
sums up Black Coffee Co-
op’s core principle by saying, 
“Anarchy is an apolitical 
approach to being--operating 

on nature-based instincts, non-
hierarchical organizing and 
cooperative effort, as well as 
consent-based relationships and 
trade networks. It is a stateless 
society without arbitrary bound-
aries.”
     To find out more about the 
events Black Coffee Co-op 
hosts you can go to their web-
site BlackCoffeeCoop.com and 
look at the events calendar.

A mug of anarchy

     According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, ‘anarchy’ means:
     1. the absence of  government. 

     2. a state of  lawlessness or political disorder due to the absence of  governmental authority.
     3. a society of  individuals who enjoy complete freedom without government. 
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Katherine Morgan | Staff Writer
     I can’t seem to shake Her. I can’t 
forget the scenes that showed Joaquin 
Phoenix’s face light up as her voice 
reached his eardrums. I can’t seem to 
shake hearing the two characters have 
phone sex for what felt like five min-
utes, when it was really only about a 
minute or two. But most importantly, 
I can’t seem to shake the way that this 
two hour movie made me feel about 
love in general.
     Her is director Spike Jonze’s first 
full-length movie developed from his 
own original screenplay. Set in a “Los 
Angeles of  the slight future,” Her stars 
Phoenix as Theodore Twombly, a shell 
of  a man carrying around baggage from 
his impending divorce from Catherine, 
played by Rooney Mara, his childhood 
sweetheart. He works as a writer during 
the day, expressing the thoughts and 
feelings that his clients have difficulty 
expressing themselves. Afterwards, 
instead of  hanging out with friends or 
going on dates, he heads home to play 
video games, or, in some cases, call 
one of  those public phone sex lines. 
But for Theodore, that isn’t enough to 
keep him happy or occupied, and that’s 
where Samantha comes in.
     Samantha, voiced by Scarlett Johans-
son, is Theodore’s newest advanced 
operating system. Yes, you read that 
right: Samantha is a piece of  software, 
presumably modeled after the iPhone’s 
Siri, that starts off  by correcting Theo-

dore’s grammar in his cards and reading 
his emails out loud. However as the 
viewer will quickly realize, Samantha 
is much more than that. She develops 
“feelings” of  sorts; she starts wonder-
ing what it is “like to be alive?” and 
what it would mean for Theodore to 
be happy; she tells jokes and stories but 
the most important thing that Samantha 
does is love Theodore for everything 
that he is. She even loves that mustache 
of  his. But hey, who am I to judge love?
     “I think anyone who falls in love is a 
freak,” states Theodore’s closest friend 
Amy. Amy, played by Amy Adams, is 
getting a divorce from her unsupport-
ive and quite creepy husband Paul. She 
further adds that falling in love “is like a 
socially acceptable form of  insanity.”
That statement will shake up your 
whole idea of  love. People go on first 
date after first date, expecting to find 
that one person with whom they will 
spend the rest of  their lives with. And 
love is so overpowering. I mean, be-
cause of  Romeo and Juliet, six people 
ended up dying.
     When I walked out of  Her, I was 
astounded. I hadn’t felt this destroyed 
over a movie that dealt with love and 
what it could do since Michel Gondry’s 
2004 movie Eternal Sunshine of  the Spot-
less Mind. As I left the Landmark Har-
vard Exit, I couldn’t help but wonder 
if  Samantha was onto something when 
she asked if  the feelings that she felt 
were “even real or are they just pro-
grammed?” As an actual human being, 
I find it strange that I have never asked 
myself  that same question.

Millions afflicted 
by Valentine’s 

Day
Katherine Morgan | Staff Writer

     If you haven’t bought a calen-
dar for 2014, then I have some 
terrible news for you: Valentine’s 
Day is upon us. Well, to be com-
pletely honest, Valentine’s Day has 
been creeping up on society since 
the clock ticked over to 12am on 
January 2nd. I just know that you’re 
incredibly eager to find the largest 
teddy bear, the grandest bouquet of 
flowers, and the shiniest golf clubs 
that your college-student-budget 
could possibly allow, but before 
you run off down the street, I have 
to ask you a question: aren’t you 
curious about where the holiday 
came from? How did we go from 
trading our goats for wives to buy-
ing our wives stuffed goats to show 
our love?
    • No one actually knows the 
birthday of the man who started it 
all: Saint Valentine. However, we 
do know that he was beheaded 
c. 270 on February 14th, hence 
the date. His friends would have 
described him as a “kind-hearted 
Roman priest who married young 
couples against the wishes of Em-
peror Claudius II.” At least, that’s 
what his OkCupid profile said.
    • Ancient Romans celebrated a 
festival called Lupercalia, which 
was connected to the god Faunus 
and to Lupa, the she-wolf who 
nursed abandoned twins Romulus 
and Remus. The festival was held 
on the 15th of February. Men were 
encouraged to ask random women 
on dates to said festivals.
    • In the 400s, Pope Gelasius 
officially declared February 14th 
Valentine’s Day, but the date wasn’t 
associated with warm fuzzy feelings 
until the late 1300s.
    • A man named Richard Cad-
bury is credited with inventing the 
Valentine’s Day candy box in the 

She discovers love 
in Her
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Holden Kosály-Meyer | Staff Writer
     Russian game developer Ice Pick 
Lodge is known for making games that, 
while interesting and imaginative, range 
in playability from “kind of  frustrating” 
to “impossibly broken.” Nevertheless, 
they have developed something of  a 
cult following, and were able to raise 
just enough money on Kickstarter to 
fund and distribute their latest game, 
Knock-knock. 
     The central conceit of  the game, as 
the Kickstarter and credits remind you, 
is that Ice Pick Lodge did not come 
up with it. Instead, the design docu-
ment for the game was sent to Ice Pick 
Lodge in an anonymous email begging 
the developers to finish the game that 
the sender had started. Whether this 
story is true or not, it adds a sense of  
mystery and horror not only to playing 
the game, but even owning it.
     Functionally, Knock-knock acts as a 
game of  hide and seek, with you doing 
both the hiding and the seeking. You 
play as “the Lodger,” a rather grumpy-
looking fellow living in a house in the 
woods who suffers from insomnia, 
night terrors, and hallucinations that 
might not be hallucinations at all. The 
monsters haunting the Lodger disap-
pear at daybreak, so all he has to do is 
survive the night. There is a snag, how-
ever: every night, in this house, time 
stops. To restart time, the Lodger is 
forced to explore the house, searching 
for clocks. By moving the clock-hands 

Cursed game 
haunts reviewer

manually, the Lodger is able to re-start 
the passage of  time and thereby end the 
night. On top of  all that, the house’s 
layout changes each night, so a new 
round of  exploration is required.
     As far as gameplay is concerned, 
Knock-knock trends to the more playable 
end of  the Ice Pick Lodge spectrum. 
The controls function solidly enough 
and it’s easy to get into the groove of  
entering a room, repairing a light and 
waiting for your eyes to adjust. How-
ever, there are still a host of  issues that 
make playing it a bit of  a pain. When 
the “hallucinations” start wandering 
the house, they are practically impos-
sible to avoid. Turning on a light will 
make them temporarily disappear, but 
the light will short out and, if  there 
happens to be another phantom just 
out of  the light’s range, may take too 
long to fix. The game’s progression is 
unfocused, and it’s hard to tell when 
one level starts and another begins. The 
Lodger also frequently stops the action 
to speak directly to the player for a min-
ute or two in his nonsense language. 
     Frustrating as this all is, it fits into 
the narrative of  the game’s origins as a 
mysterious, possibly cursed set of  docu-
ments in a weird email. And, along with 
the cartoonish yet creepy art style and 
excellent use of  sound design, it adds to 
the unsettling nature of  the game more 
than it takes away from the gameplay 
experience. If  you’re looking for an in-
teresting game, and aren’t afraid of  pos-
sibly being cursed, Knock-knock provides 
at least one of  those things.
     Knock-knock is available for download at Ste-
amPowered.com. Learn more about the game at Knock.
Ice-Pick.com.

late 1800s. Four words of advice, 
Richard: more milk chocolate ones.
    • Men who celebrate Valentine’s 
Day spend about $130 every year 
on flowers, dinner, jewelry, candy, 
etc. How can they spend so much 
and still not get me what I hinted 
at? (Women, on the other hand, will 
only spend about $70!)
    • For all the batty cat-lovers 
out there, this fact is for you: pet 
owners will spend a little less than 
5 dollars on their gifts to Fido or 
Missy. Who needs a lover when 
you can have a dog? Obedient and 
cute? Score!
    • Valentine’s Day is apparently a 
great day to put a ring on the finger 
of the person you’ve decided you 
can’t live without: 6 million people 
are either planning to pop the ques-
tion or hoping that said question is 
popped.
    • Heads up, guys: over 64 per-
cent of men will not prepare any 
type of plans for Valentine’s Day in 
advance. What are you doing sitting 
there?! GO MAKE RESERVATIONS 
AT OLIVE GARDEN RIGHT NOW.
    • And finally: on February 14th, 
1929, the SMC Cartage Co. garage 
in Chicago, Illinois became the 
scene of a gruesome massacre. Four 
of Al Capone’s henchmen burst 
through the doors and claimed to 
be police officers. After making the 
seven men in the garage line up 
facing the wall, the four “police-
men” then proceeded to spray the 
unsuspecting fellows with bullets 
from “submachine guns, shotguns 
and a revolver.” All seven victims 
died. Many accused Al Capone of 
being behind the massacre, because 
all of the victims save one worked 
for Capone’s archnemesis, George 
“Bugs” Moran; however, Capone 
claimed an airtight alibi, and in the 
end, no one was ever tried for the 
deed.

Happy Valentine’s 
Day!

Im
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Meat up, meat lovers!
     One of  Seattle Central’s newest clubs centers around two 
of  the best things ever: meat and friends. Meat Up Club, 
founded by Johnny Ly and Lawrence Witkowski, is a social 
club centered around “meating” up while devouring deli-
cious food – clearly meat-focused, but also including veggies 
and seafood. As Witkowski put it, “We do live in Seattle and 
there is a huge seafood industry here at our disposal.” For 
companies that would like to sponsor the Meat Up Club, 
donations will be tax-deductible and will give them a chance 
to get publicity around a college campus. Meat Up Club is 
for those who “just want to be a part of  a fun club. It really 
doesn’t take up much time and it’s just a fun spot to meet up 
and have fun.” There’s also an element of  cultural explora-
tion:  different weeks will feature different meats, such as 
Chinese, Greek, Ethiopian, etc. For those interested in join-
ing, there will be weekly meetings and social events held up 
to twice a month. So get ready to MEAT some new friends!

Katherine Morgan | Staff Writer
Jared Winninghoff | Features Editor

Herzog is you
     Moses Herzog is you, or at the very least relevant to 
you because of  common themes in the novel that human-
ity shares: disappointment, suffering, and the addiction to 
expressing oneself. 
     Herzog, written by Saul Bellow in 1964, was awarded the 
Nobel Prize for Literature. The novel follows the protagonist 
Moses Herzog, a former scholar of  Romanticism, amidst 
a midlife crisis in which he deals with existential questions 
through letters addressed to anyone, anywhere, at anytime. In 
a novel that is 341 pages the timeline is short and only spans 
a total of  five days. 
     Disappointment: if  you’re at all like me, disappointment is a 
daily emotion. Of  course there are different degrees of  it but 
it’s always there. Herzog experiences disappointment again 
and again throughout the novel. His first marriage ends in 
divorce, leaving him estranged from his son. Then his second 
marriage ends because of  infidelity committed by his wife, 
Madeleine, and his best friend, Valentine; this results in the 
loss of  custody of  his daughter. Herzog also expresses disap-
pointment in society in general throughout the novel.
     Suffering: “‘If  I’m out of  my mind, it’s alright with me,’ 
thought Moses Herzog.” After his divorce with Madeleine, 
rumors quickly spread that Herzog had broken from real-
ity in response. The fact that during lectures he would stop 
mid-sentence to write letters that had nothing to do with the 
lecture at hand could be seen as validating these suspicions 
about his sanity. That is to say, Herzog suffers a label that 
society places on him. Whether he is or isn’t insane is up to 
the reader to decide.
     Self-expression: Herzog expresses himself  through his let-
ters and in many ways his turn towards writing letters make 
sense. Most of  his family has passed on, his marriages are 
over, his friends scattered and lost. Letters addressed to 
abstract recipients can be seen as Bellow’s commentary on 
society as a whole. For instance he addresses the Pope, gen-
erals, and dictators as an opportunity to include his perspec-
tive on scenarios unrelated to himself. The fact that none of  
these letters are actually mailed shows that the writing was 
what was important, not the addressee and the writing was 
for Herzog.  
     What stood out most to me about this novel was how 
relatable Herzog as a human being is. There is no pretending 
that Herzog is only a victim and never a culprit, and one of  
the underlying stories is his self-discovery eventually leading 
him to redemption. I would recommend this novel to anyone 
going through personal turmoil because it shows that when 
we look beyond our own suffering, we can find unity rather 
that division. The last lines in Herzog perfectly sums up the 
entire experience: “At this time he had no messages for any-
one. Nothing. Not a single word.”
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My guess is most people at SCCC don’t know there is a chocolatier 
working here. 
     You are correct; most people here know me as Bill 
Young, one of  the computer technicians taking care of  the 
Basic Studies division and International Education divi-
sion computers. But, for the past few years I have also been 
creating chocolate confections (chocolate candy) in my spare 
time.  I enjoy my day job here in the IT department. I work 
with a great team of  technicians, but making chocolate gives 
me a creative outlet I have not found anywhere else.
What, exactly, is a chocolatier?  
     I’m a chef  who works only in chocolate confection. I 
make chocolate bars, bonbons filled with flavored chocolate 
creams, glazed fruits covered in chocolate … think of  all the 
candies in that box of  chocolates you give your sweetheart at 
Valentine’s Day; that’s what I make.
How does one become a chocolatier? 
     Most chocolatiers start their ca-
reers as pastry chefs making sweet 
and savory breads, cakes, and 
desserts. Then they dis-
cover chocolate either in 
their training or through 
their workplace. They 
choose to specialize in 
chocolate. Others, like 
me, focus directly on 
chocolate without go-
ing the pastry route.
Where did you learn to 
make chocolate candy? 
     I’ve had the good 
fortune to be a student 
of  several French mas-
ter chocolatiers. Pierre 
Mirgalet, he won best 
chocolatier in all of  France 
in 2007; Julian Rose a renowned 
French-Canadian master now with 
Moonstruck Chocolate in Portland; 
and Florent Cheveau, a master chef  with 

the Bellagio in Las Vegas.  I am also a graduate of  the candy-
making school at the University of  Wisconsin.
Do you have a chocolate specialty?
     I like making the dark chocolates filled with butter 
creams. People seem to love those and I get the most posi-
tive feedback from them. I also like making the pecans and 
caramel dipped in milk chocolate.
Where can we find your chocolates?
     They turn up at special events around campus. For ex-
ample, I did chocolates for the International Ed. division’s 
open houses as well as the staff  holiday party.  I try to make 
chocolates for a few of  the campus get-togethers.
What motivated you to start making chocolate?
     I think chocolate is a great artistic medium to express my 
creativity. I can mold shapes with it; I can sculpt with it; I 
can paint with it and airbrush … on top of  all that – you can 
eat it.
I have heard reports that chocolates are healthy for you? 
     Yes, those reports are true. Chocolate has a number of  
nutrients. Of  course good quality dark chocolate is healthier 
for you than milk chocolate or white chocolate, because 
it has more of  those nutrients. Just remember to eat it in 
moderation.
What kind of  chocolate do you use?
     I don’t use grocery store chocolate. The kind of  choco-
late you get in the grocery store is for cooking and baking. 

Chocolatiers use chocolate specifically for making 
confections. We never cook our chocolate; 

actually we never work with it any hot-
ter than 92 degrees. The chocolate 

I use comes from plantations in 
Hawaii. The cacao beans are 

grown in Hawaii and there 
roasted and very finely 

ground into chocolate. 
The chocolate still 
retains its fruity flavor 
notes and unique fra-
grance. The chocolate 
is then sold by whole-
salers just to chefs 
and chocolatiers. I 
gently melt it, mold it 

and decorate it. I add 
ingredients like cream, 

butter, sugar, and spices. 
I can infuse the chocolate 

with teas, and essential oils 
(like orange oil or mint oils). 

The final product is a high-qual-
ity French style chocolate confec-

tion. Chocolate and photo by Bill Young.

Catherine Lumadede | Student Contributor

SCCC’s resident chocolatier
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Maggie Tsai | Managing Editor

    As the old saying goes, you are 
what you eat! As such, the importance 
of  a healthy diet cannot be stressed 
enough. We all know some general tips 
for healthy eating, such as “eat lots of  
vegetables and fruits” and “decrease the 
consumption of  red meat and saturated 
fat.” 
     However, a healthy diet doesn’t nec-
essarily mean fewer calories, but rather 
emphasizes the quality of  food and its 
nutritional value. Forbes magazine used 
research from the book The Five Fac-
tor World Diet by celebrity trainer and 
author Harley Pasternak to list some 
countries that have the lowest obesity 
rates and longest life expectancies. 
According to Pasternak’s study, Japan 
topped the list with a “1.5% obesity rate 
(for men) and an 82-year life expec-
tancy, comparing to a 36.5% obesity 
rate and a 78-year life expectancy in the 
United States.” Other countries such as 
China, South Korea, France, Sweden, 
and Italy also show nice numbers. 
     Large fast-food and frozen-food 
consumption might be the reason for 
America’s high obesity rate. For stu-
dents, pizza and burgers may be the 
most common and convenient meals 
available when school gets busy and 
you’re trying to save some pennies. But 
thanks to Seattle’s diverse population 
and Seattle Central’s large number of  
international students, you have a lot 
of  options to explore among exotic 
cuisines and you can benefit from the 
wisdom of  many cultures. Here are 
some international diets that have been 
scientifically proven to be healthy and 
also protect people against illnesses 
like diabetes, cancer, heart disease, and 
more.

Magic Foods: Fish and Olive Oil
     Perhaps you’ve read in books or 
magazines that the Mediterranean diet 
has become very popular with celebri-
ties and health advocates in recent years 
because of  its extraordinary effects on 
weight loss and heart disease reduction. 
Fish is commonly known to be one of  
the greatest sources for omega-3 fatty 
acids. According to the University of  
Maryland Medical Center, the omega-3 
fatty acids found in fish such as salmon 
and tuna play an important role in 
helping the brain to function properly. 
Their research also suggests that eating 
fish can help reduce incidents of  heart 
disease, cancer, and arthritis. 
Olive oil is also an essential part of  
the Mediterranean diet, especially the 
extra-virgin oil, which is the highest-
grade and least-processed form of  olive 
oil. It contains very beneficial plant 
compounds called polyphenols. Stud-
ies have shown that it supports our 
blood vessels by providing antioxidants 
like vitamin E and beta-carotene. The 
Medical News Today website says that 
“it provides special molecules like HT 
that works at nearly a genetic level to 
assist the cellular walls of  the blood 
vessels to be strong.” Harvard Medical 
School has published research showing 
that the Mediterranean diet can help 
“lower cholesterol, improve rheumatoid 
arthritis, and reduce the risk for devel-
oping Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, and 
various types of  cancer.”

Magic Foods: Herbal Medicines and Green 
Tea
     The Chinese have been combining 
diet with medicine for over a thousand 
years, with knowledge of  herbology ap-
plied in modern recipes as food rem-
edies against allergies of  the immune 
and adrenal systems. In my experience 
growing up with Chinese diets, plants 
such as ginseng, lotus seed, and red 
plums are often stewed with other 
foods or used for broth in soup and 
hot-pot. Another superfood of  China 
is green tea.  The Medical News Today 
website reports that, “Green tea in 
traditional Chinese medicine was widely 
applied to control bleeding and heal 
wounds, aid digestion, improve heart 
and mental health and regulate body 
temperature.” Green tea also has the 
highest amount of  antioxidants of  any 
tea. If  you want to stay slim and look 
young, you should start drinking green 
tea every day!

China

Mediterranean

Magic Foods: Cheese and Wine
     The French diet is commonly 
described as “a paradox” – a compara-
tively low percentage of  coronary heart 
disease while having a diet that contains 
lots of  saturated fats such as red meat 
and cheese. Scientists have suggested 
that this high intake of  cheese and wine 
may be the key to this mystery.  Molded 
cheese, as reported by The Telegraph, 
“contains rich and multiple nutrients 
like calcium, protein, phosphorus, zinc, 
vitamin A and vitamin B12.” The high-
quality protein in cheese is fuel for the 
body, helping it to remain energetic. 
The calcium has tremendous effects 
on forming stronger teeth and bones. 
Therefore, cheese is not always a guilty 
pleasure. 
     When I traveled to France, I found 

France

World diets: finger-lickin’ health

that wine is almost an indispensable 
part of  a French meal. Wine is not only 
for romance: scientists have found that 
it can reduce the potential for depres-
sion, reduce the rate of  several heart 
and lung diseases, and prevent breast 
cancer. Now when you hear people 
say, “eat like the French,” it’s not just 
romantic, but also very healthy, too!
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     There are many healthy foods in exotic 
diets beyond those listed above. If  you 
are interested in finding out more “magic 
foods” of  other cultures, maybe you 
can ask some of  your classmates if  they 
would share their dietary habits with you. 
Also, you may attend some of  the cultural 
events of  the international clubs, where 
they offer traditional foods and dances. 
Eating healthy is not just about the food, 
but also about maintaining a healthy and 
appreciative attitude toward your food. 
On top of  all that, these ingredients can 
be found in local supermarkets, and are 
mostly very affordable! Eating quality and 
healthy foods does not necessarily need 
to cost a lot! Besides, what can be worth 
more than health?
     Have you planned out a new diet 
method along with your New Year’s reso-
lution? Whether you are hoping to lose a 
few pounds or longing to pursue better 
health for your body, it may help you to 
learn some health wisdom from these 
international cuisines and perhaps give it 
a try to find out what works the best for 
you! Bon appetites et Bon santés!

Magic foods: Miso, Seaweed
     Traditionally, Japanese people woke 
up every day with miso soup and rice 
on their table as the first meal of  the 
day. Miso is fermented soybean, and 
according to Med-Health.net, it “con-
tains a high level of  protein, dietary 
fiber, carbohydrates, omega-6 and 
omega-3 fatty acids.” Often you may 
find seaweed in the miso soup, another 
secret of  why Japanese people age well. 
Seaweed has been called the “green 
superfood” and is a great source of  
iodine, a nutrient missing in many other 
foods but critically important to helping 
maintain healthy body functions. It may 
also reduce fatigue and lower choles-
terol.

Japan
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iso soup, courtesy of lettucecook.wordpress.com

Seaweed salad, courtesy of kawasushi.ca.
C

hinese tea, courtesy of zastavki.com
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W
ine and cheese, courtesy of silvergallery.com
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WOMEN’S FORUM
To celebrate Women’s History Month, the Central Circuit is seeking student submissions for our

Contact studentsubmissions@seattlecentralcircuit.com 
by February 15th.

visual art

editorials

poetry

creative
essays

photography

fiction

See your work in print 
and get paid.


